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Background: The Circle of Willis (CoW) is a circular structure of arteries in which most of 
the blood flowing to our brains pass through. The structure has primarily been regarded as 
important for its ability to redistribute blood flow in case of acute arterial occlusion, but may 
also have a role in dampening the pressure gradient in cerebral blood flow. The CoW anatomy 
also varies considerably, where its segments can be missing or thinner than normal, and 
therefore appears as a risk factor for cerebrovascular health. 
Objectives: To describe and report (I) the observed CoW variants and anatomy, and also 
examine the incomplete CoW variants’ associations to (II) white matter hyperintensities 
(WMH) and (III) saccular intracranial aneurysms (IA) compared to the complete CoW 
variant. 
Methods: Participants were invited from The Seventh Tromsø Study of which 1878 
underwent magnetic resonance imaging. From the scans, CoW variants were semi-
automatically classified. Likewise, WMH was automatically segmented and IAs were 
manually ascertained by radiologists. 
Results: The complete CoW is not very prevalent in participants older than 40 years old, and 
our findings suggest that the CoW becomes more incomplete with older age. Furthermore, 
incomplete CoW variants were not associated with increased WMH volume compared to the 
complete CoW variant. Incomplete CoW variants were associated increased odds of IA 
presence compared to the complete CoW variant.  
Conclusion: The results indicate that a complete CoW variant is not common in adults and 
elderly, which may have unfortunate consequences when incomplete CoW variants are 
associated with increased prevalence of IAs. Fortunately, not all results imply unfavourable 
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The overarching goal of this thesis was to determine whether an incomplete Circle of Willis 
(CoW) might be detrimental for brain health in the general population. To achieve this, we 
first needed to establish prevalence estimates of incomplete CoW variants. We then used 
these estimates to examine whether incomplete CoW variants were associated with two 
adverse health outcomes, white matter hyperintensities (WMH) and intracranial aneurysms 
(IA). 
1.1 The Circle of Willis 
The CoW is a roughly circular structure consisting of several arteries located right beneath the 
brain. The structure has its name from Thomas Willis, born in England 1621, who was the 
first to provide a complete description of the CoW and also indicated an understanding of the 
CoW’s function in a clinical context (Molnár, 2021; Uston, 2005). Since before Willis’ days 
and until today, studies have and continue to examine the CoW’s morphology and how it may 
affect the brain’s health.  
Usually, the three main arteries that provides most of the blood flow to the brain, anastomose 
(i.e. join) forming the CoW. The blood flowing through the CoW is then distributed via 
arteries branching from the CoW to different regions of the brain, and the CoW is therefore 
regarded as a central component of the brain’s cerebrovasculature. Similar blood distributive 
structures as the CoW in humans are also found in other animals, e.g. dogs, sheep, goats and 
rabbits (Kapoor et al., 2003), and the general CoW anatomy is seen across multiple classes of 
animals, including fish, reptiles and birds (Fenrich et al., 2021). However, this thesis will only 
concern the human CoW anatomy. 
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Interestingly, the CoW exhibits considerable variation in its anatomy across individuals. The 
so called “textbook” or complete CoW anatomy is visualised in Figure 1. Despite naming it as 
such, the complete CoW variant can be quite rare, with a reported prevalence as low as 7% 
(Wijesinghe et al., 2020) and usually not much higher than 45% (Forgo et al., 2018) 
depending on the type of study and sample demographic. The arteries that constitutes the 
CoW are the anterior cerebral artery (ACA), anterior communicating artery (ACoA), posterior 
communicating artery (PCoA) and the posterior cerebral artery (PCA) (Figure 1). More 
specifically, parts of the internal carotid arteries (ICA) are also part of the circle, and 
technically only the proximal portion of the ACA and PCA is part of circle since they have 
distal parts that extend beyond the circular structure of the CoW. At last, the end of the basilar 
artery (BA), that splits into the two proximal PCAs, is also effectively part of the circular 





Figure 1. The «textbook» or complete Circle of Willis anatomy. (Public domain image from Wikipedia). 
1.1.1 What is the purpose of the Circle of Willis? 
The traditional assumption is that the CoW is important for its ability to provide collateral 
flow (Fenrich et al., 2021), i.e. the capacity or ability to compensate for reduced flow in a 
feeding artery via redistribution of blood throughout the circle. However, recent studies have 
argued that the collateral flow function is not the only function or consequence of the CoW 
(Fenrich et al., 2021; Vrselja et al., 2014). One study argues that the CoW acts as a pressure 
dissipating system protecting the cerebrovascular system from haemodynamic stress (Vrselja 
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et al., 2014). Furthermore, as argued in Fenrich et al. (Fenrich et al., 2021), the pressure 
dissipation system function by Vrselja et al. (Vrselja et al., 2014) needs experimental 
validation. Still, they both agree that the traditional assumption of the CoW anatomy is not 
satisfactory in the context of evolutionary pressure (Fenrich et al., 2021; Vrselja et al., 2014). 
For example, to paraphrase them both, it is dubious to assume that the evolution of the CoW 
anatomy has any foresight to accommodate modern diseases such as atherosclerosis that 
usually becomes prevalent in later stages of human life after the point of procreation.  
However, one cannot dismiss the importance of collateral flow in the CoW, because it is 
useful in determining risk of ischemia in the brain. Still, considering the additional 
interpretation, it is not unlikely that the CoW has at least two different, but not necessarily 
mutually exclusive, functions or consequences that affect the brains’ cerebrovascular health. 
1.1.2 Anatomical variations in the Circle of Willis 
As mentioned, the CoW anatomy varies considerably, and it is not unusual for a study to find 
more than 25 unique CoW variants (Coulier, 2021; Qiu et al., 2015). Variations in the CoW 
anatomy can include, but is not limited to, hypoplastic or missing segments, bifurcation or 
fenestration of arteries, presence or persistence of prenatal arteries, or growth of additional 
arteries that the majority of CoW variants do not have. Furthermore, length, tortuosity and 
diameter of the same arteries also vary within an individual and between individuals (Figure 
2), and the average diameter of arteries in the CoW is also different (El-Barhoun et al., 2009; 
Krabbe-Hartkamp et al., 1998). Dimmick et al. (Dimmick and Faulder, 2009) describes a 




Figure 2. Example of an incomplete and asymmetric Circle of Willis variant. According to our classification rules 
presented later: 1 = plastic anterior cerebral artery, 2 = hypoplastic posterior cerebral artery, 3 = not visible or 
missing posterior cerebral artery. Figure reused from Paper I. 
Some studies also describe many ACoA fenestrations (Ozaki et al., 1977; Qiu et al., 2015) 








Figure 3. Illustration of multiple anterior communicating artery (i.e. A. com. or ACoA) variations from 153 autopsy 
cases by Ozaki et al. (Ozaki et al., 1977). Paper available through Kyoto University Research Information 
Repository (KURENAI), and original journal is presumably discontinued after no matches with the journal name 
”Nihon Geka Hokan” in PubMed after the year 2000. 
1.1.3 Classifying the anatomical variation 
Considering the anatomical variability, classifying the CoW anatomy appears as a daunting 
task. Fortunately, the classification can be simplified. However, due to such varying CoW 
anatomy, studies have developed multiple different practices for classifying and reporting the 
CoW anatomy which are far from uniform. Usually the classification consist of determining 
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whether arteries are present or absent using either a diameter threshold (Krabbe-Hartkamp et 
al., 1998) or relative comparisons of artery diameters (Horikoshi et al., 2002; Qiu et al., 
2015). It is also common to not distinguishing between an artery defined either as hypoplastic 
or absent, and sometimes studies choose to omit classification of some arteries (Horikoshi et 
al., 2002). Considering multiple variants of an artery as one is also done due to the large 
number of unique intra segment variations (Figure 3). Furthermore, merging multiple 
different arteries in the CoW to one group category describing larger parts of the CoW 
anatomy is also possible (van der Grond et al., 2004; van Seeters et al., 2015).  
Even though exact comparison of the reported CoW variants is difficult due to varying 
classifications, it is still possible to find some common ground between studies. 
Unfortunately, additional layers of heterogeneity and biases are introduced when studies use 
different ways of studying the CoW, which we will return to shortly. One possible solution 
capable of eliminating part of the heterogeneity with previous studies is to use advanced 
automatic artery segmentation and classification software (Robben et al., 2016, 2013), 
because such software have inherent flexibility from using continuous data. Access to such 
software would be immensely helpful, as classifying the CoW anatomy quickly becomes very 
work intensive even though only a simple binary classification is used. There is also the issue 
of inter- and intra-rater biases when manually classifying the CoW anatomy, which would 
also become less of a problem when using software that automates more of the classification 
process. Therefore, employing such automated software whenever possible for such tedious 
and time-expensive tasks are overall the preferred or viable option, at least in studies with 
larger sets of data. 
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1.2 Ways of studying the Circle of Willis 
In order to ascertain the CoW anatomy, one first needs to observe and measure the segments. 
The three most common methods for doing this is via magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 
computed tomography (CT), or post mortem dissections. The different methods have specific 
strengths, weaknesses and use cases. 
1.2.1 Magnetic resonance imaging 
There are three MRI methods commonly used for arterial imaging (see Appendix A for MRI 
fundamentals). These are time-of-flight (TOF) imaging, contrast-based magnetic resonance 
angiography (MRA) and 4D flow MRI (Dunås et al., 2017). All these techniques have the 
benefit of being able to image the CoW anatomy in vivo. However, due to these techniques’ 
reliance on blood flow, they cannot capture the vessel wall and consequently underestimate 
the artery diameter compared to other methods (Krabbe-Hartkamp et al., 1998), making 
comparison with some studies more difficult. This reliance on flow may also make 
hypoplastic arteries appear as invisible in low flow or net zero flow cases. Although contrast-
based MRA may be more robust to low-flow conditions (El-Barhoun et al., 2009), the 
contrast agent introduces an invasive element that is problematic in many research 
applications. Among the other non-invasive techniques, TOF specifically also has another 
limitation due to reliance on unsaturated blood flow to produce signals. Loss of signals will 
then occur when the flow is parallel to the imaging plane. Oppositely, flow that are 
perpendicular to the image slices will have the strongest signals. 
1.2.2 Computed tomography imaging 
Compared to MR, CT is able to capture the vessel wall (Klimek-Piotrowska et al., 2013; Li et 
al., 2011) and can be used on individuals with contraindications for MRI; e.g. ferromagnetic 
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implants. However, CT is inherently invasive due to the need of a contrast agent for 
angiography and the use of ionising radiation (i.e. X-ray), which also makes CT unfit for 
some studies due to ethical concerns. 
1.2.3 Dissection 
Dissection is considered the gold standard for studying the CoW, because it is currently the 
only way to derive exact measures of the CoW anatomy. However, a considerable weakness 
with this method is that repeated measurements over time are impossible. Furthermore, 
dissection studies may introduce age or disease biases. Studying the CoW anatomy via 
dissection is also more laborious than other methods, since the specimens have to be handled 
physically and not just virtually (Eftekhar et al., 2006; Iqbal, 2013; Kapoor et al., 2008). 
1.3 Possible adverse health consequences from incomplete 
Circle of Willis anatomy? 
Can an incomplete CoW have adverse health consequences? This is not inconceivable as 
many incomplete CoW variants have poor collateral function. Indeed, patient studies show 
that incomplete CoW variants are associated with hyperintense spots in the brain’s white 
matter, so called WMH (Chuang et al., 2011; Ryan et al., 2015; Saba et al., 2015), which is 
further associated with adverse outcomes (Wardlaw et al., 2015). Incomplete CoW variants 
are also related to future ischemic strokes (van Seeters et al., 2015) and associated with 
elevated blood pressure (Warnert et al., 2016). Furthermore, parts of the vascular anatomy in 
CoW variants are also associated with elevated haemodynamic stress and altered flow 
conditions (Alnaes et al., 2007; Ingebrigtsen et al., 2004; Nixon et al., 2010), which may 
result in additional attrition for the cerebrovascular system; e.g. aneurysm development or 
atherosclerosis (Pascalau et al., 2018). Lastly, flow territories in the brain are shown to be 
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different for different CoW variations (van Laar et al., 2006), complicating the process of 
understanding adverse outcomes potentially related to poor collateral flow. 
In this thesis however, I will focus on two possible adverse health outcomes of incomplete 
CoW variants, namely WMH and IA. The former will primarily reflect on the ability of the 
CoW anatomy to provide sufficient blood supply to the brain, while the latter reflects on how 
the CoW anatomy may alter cerebral haemodynamic; e.g. blood flow and subsequent 
distribution of stress. 
1.3.1 White matter hyperintensities 
WMH are diagnosed with MRI or CT, although MRI is the preferred modality. It is called 
WMH due to how WMH manifests in the white matter in the brain as hyperintense regions in 
T2-weighted MR images (Wardlaw et al., 2015). Furthermore, WMH is referred to as an 
intermediary marker of cerebral small vessel disease that is detrimental to cerebrovascular 
health. What exactly causes WMH and how WMH affects brain functions are still not yet 
fully uncovered (Wardlaw et al., 2015). However, a histology study reports signs of hypoxia 
in WMH (Fernando et al., 2006) suggesting that hypoperfusion could be a trigger. This is also 
supported by the tendency of WMH to occur in watershed regions of cerebral white matter. 
Excessive amounts of WMH are shown to be associated with cognitive decline (Murray et al., 
2010; Silbert et al., 2008), vascular dementia (Barber et al., 1999; Román et al., 2002) and 
Alzheimer’s disease (Barber et al., 1999; Provenzano et al., 2013). 
Currently, the amount of WMH is best explained by older age (de Leeuw et al., 2001; Nyquist 
et al., 2015; van Dijk et al., 2008) and to a lesser extent by other risk factors such as 
hypertension, smoking, and diabetes (Vangberg et al., 2019; Wardlaw et al., 2014). In fact, a 
majority of people older than 60 years has WMH (de Leeuw et al., 2001), but some 
individuals may still have minimal or no WMH despite being much older than 60 years old. 
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Furthermore, WMH can be partitioned into regions that may be differently associated with 
risk factors (Griffanti et al., 2018; ten Dam et al., 2007) and genetics (Armstrong et al., 2020). 
Examples of commonly used regions are deep WMH (DWMH) farther from the ventricles in 
the brain, and periventricular WMH (PWMH) closer to or bordering the ventricles (Griffanti 
et al., 2018). This grouping is based on evidence that they have different aetiology, but similar 
to the CoW classification, it has been criticised as arbitrary since there is no single definite 
way to separate DWMH and PWMH among WMH (Griffanti et al., 2018). 
1.3.2 Circle of Willis and white matter hyperintensities 
Studies on the relationship between the CoW anatomy and WMH prevalence report deviating 
results. Most studies however, show that incomplete CoW variants are associated with 
increased WMH volume (Chuang et al., 2011; Ye et al., 2019) or higher Fazekas scoring of 
WMH (Ryan et al., 2015). Also, a higher number of missing arteries in the CoW is associated 
with increasing WMH volume (Saba et al., 2017, 2015). Somewhat confusingly it has also 
been reported that an incomplete posterior variant is associated with decreased WMH volume 
(van der Grond et al., 2004). There are also studies that do not find any association between 
incomplete CoW variants and WMH (Del Brutto and Lama, 2015; Li et al., 2015).  
Most of the cited studies, except Del Brutto and Lama (Del Brutto and Lama, 2015), were 
performed in patients, most with either atherosclerosis or carotid artery stenosis, such that it is 
unclear to what extent these findings apply to a broader population. Despite some diverging 
results, incomplete CoW anatomy appear to be associated with increased WMH in patients. 
However, in a population of generally healthy individuals it is unclear if an incomplete CoW 
may pose a risk for WMH. 
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1.3.3 Saccular intracranial aneurysms 
Incomplete CoW variants are also associated with presence of IA, which may lead to lethal 
subarachnoid haemorrhages (Brisman et al., 2006). In general, aneurysms can take more than 
one form, but here we only consider saccular IA since they are more common and with a 
unique pathophysiology. In a general population the prevalence of saccular IA is around 1.8% 
- 7.0% (Cras et al., 2020; Li et al., 2013; Müller et al., 2013; Vernooij et al., 2007; Vlak et al., 
2011). According to a review study, 50% - 80% of IAs do not rupture (Brisman et al., 2006). 
However, those that do rupture have a median fatality rate at 44.4%, and up to 20% cannot 
live independently afterwards (Nieuwkamp et al., 2009). 
Although not everything about the development of IA is fully understood, modifiable factors 
(e.g. smoking and hypertension) (Cras et al., 2020; Songsaeng et al., 2010), and vascular 
features (e.g. suboptimal bifurcation angles) or haemodynamic stress (Alnaes et al., 2007; 
Ingebrigtsen et al., 2004; Nixon et al., 2010) are IA risk factors. IAs also tend to develop 
more often at some locations than others (e.g. bifurcations) (Brisman et al., 2006; Nixon et al., 
2010). The primary cause of IA development is the continued weakening of the arterial wall 
due to haemodynamic forces, which gradually results in development of saccular IA (Brisman 
et al., 2006). Vascular features, such as straighter in-flow angles into the aneurysm (Skodvin 
et al., 2019), along with smoking and hypertension (Isaksen et al., 2002; Lindekleiv et al., 
2012) also increase risk of IA rupture, indicating that a better understanding of risk factors for 
presence or development of IA may also help preventing IA rupture.  
1.3.4 Circle of Willis anatomy and intracranial aneurysms 
Among known risk factors, vascular features and haemodynamic stress are aspects which may 
be affected by the CoW anatomy. Two previous simulation studies in the haemodynamic of 
the CoW support this by showing high wall shear stress at frequent IA locations in the CoW 
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(Alnaes et al., 2007) and changes in direction and magnitude of blood flow when only one 
CoW segment from complete CoW variants in turn are coded as missing (Mukherjee et al., 
2018). 
To my knowledge, only two studies have explicitly examined the co-occurrence of 
incomplete CoW variants and presence of IA. These studies found an association between 
CoW anatomy and the location the IA (Horikoshi et al., 2002; Kayembe et al., 1984). Similar 
to the risk factors for IA rupture, such as smoking and hypertension (Isaksen et al., 2002; 
Lindekleiv et al., 2012), studies also report associations between incomplete CoW variants 
and IA rupture (Lazzaro et al., 2012; Stojanović et al., 2019). It therefore appears that 
incomplete CoW variants may be a risk factor for IA development as well as for rupture of 
IA.  
1.4 Objectives and hypotheses 
The overall objective in this thesis was to examine whether incomplete CoW variants might 
be associated with two adverse health outcomes, WMH and IA. Based on the literature, we 
hypothesised that incomplete CoW variants would be associated with increased WMH 
volumes and increased odds of IA prevalence. To explore these hypotheses, we first had to 
assess the anatomical variations in the CoW (Paper I) before we could pursue the two 
primary objectives: 
1. In Paper I, the objective was to describe and report the different CoW variants and 
anatomy observed. 
2. In Paper II, the objective was to examine whether incomplete CoW variants were 
associated with increased WMH volume compared to the complete CoW variants.  
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3. In Paper III, the objective was to examine whether incomplete CoW variants were 
associated with increased odds of IA presence compared to the complete CoW 




2 Materials and methods 
2.1 Study population and The Tromsø Study 
The baseline population sample used in all three papers, described in Paper I, consisted of 
1864 participants from a subset of The Seventh Tromsø Study (Njølstad et al., 2016). These 
1864 participants all had the necessary scans to be eligible for inclusion in the three studies in 
this thesis.  
The Seventh Tromsø Study is part of a larger initiative named The Tromsø Study. The 
Tromsø Study was started in 1974 (Jacobsen et al., 2012) in an attempt to address high 
cardiovascular mortality in Northern Norway. The Tromsø Study invites residents of Tromsø 
municipality to participate. From one or more visits, The Tromsø Study then collects a wide 
range of quantitative and qualitative questionnaire data from participants, which can be 
combined with more specific sub-studies that collect other types of data. The MR study in 
The Seventh Tromsø Study and the overarching project of this thesis is an example of such a 
sub-study in The Tromsø Study. 
2.2 Magnetic resonance imaging protocols 
Participants were scanned at the University Hospital North Norway with the same 3T 
Siemens Skyra MR scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a 64-
channel head coil, but in 39 examinations a slightly larger 20-channel head coil had to be used 
to accommodate those participants’ head. For all scan series, slice prescription was 
automatically aligned to a standardized brain atlas to ensure consistent slice prescription 
across examinations (van der Kouwe et al., 2005). The total scan time per participant for the 
scan protocol (Table 1) was 22 minutes. 
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T1w 1 x 1  
x 1 
Saggital 2300 4.21 996 9 1.0 256 x 
256 
FLAIR 1 x 1  
x 1 
Saggital 5000 388 1800 Var. 1.0 256 x 
256 
TOF 0.3 x 0.3  
x 0.5 
Axial 21 3.43 3.43 18 0.5 200 x 
181 
SWI 0.6 x 0.6 x 
1.6 
Axial 28 20 - 15 1.6 220 x 
220 
All imaging was performed on the same 3T Siemens Skyra MR scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, 
Germany) equipped with a 64-channel head coil. T1w = T1 weighted, FLAIR = fluid-attenuated inversion 
recovery, TOF = time-of-flight, SWI = susceptibility weighted images, TR = repletion time, TE = echo time, TI = 
inversion time, FOV = field of view. # = left-right x posterior-anterior x feet-head. 
2.2.1 T1w and FLAIR scans 
T1-weighted (T1w) images were acquired with a 3D magnetization prepared rapid acquisition 
gradient-echo (MPRAGE) sequence. T2-weighted fluid-attenuated inversion recovery 
(FLAIR) images were acquired with a 3D turbo spin echo sequence with variable flip angle. 
The T1w and FLAIR scans were acquired sagittally with 1 mm isotropic resolution using a 
generalised autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition (GRAPPA) parallel imaging 
acceleration factor 2. 
2.2.2 TOF scans 
TOF angiography scans were acquired with a 3D transversal fast low angle shot (FLASH) 
sequence with flow compensation GRAPPA parallel imaging acceleration factor 3, and 7 
slabs with 40 slices each. Reconstructed image resolution was 0.3 x 0.3 x 0.5 mm. 
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2.2.3 SWI scans 
Susceptibility weighted images (SWI) were acquired transversally with a GRAPPA parallel 
imaging acceleration factor 3. Reconstructed image resolution was 0.6 x 0.6 x 1.6 mm. The 
SWI scans were not used in this thesis. 
2.3 Imaging and representing the Circle of Willis 
In this thesis we used the TOF magnetic resonance angiography images to study the CoW 
anatomy. Due to limitations with this technique, it is necessary to clarify aspects of the 
interpretation of the images and how it affected the CoW classification. 
2.3.1 Suitable Circle of Willis representations 
A substantial portion of the work in this thesis was put into creating, coding and defining 
suitable data representations of the CoW, which can then be used to classify the CoW 
anatomy with minimal loss of information (Figure 4). We looked at representations in the 
literature for inspiration, and in the end, we defined representations for Paper I, Paper II and 




Figure 4. Illustration of the hierarchical “detail retention” relationship of different stages of measuring, classifying 
and representing the Circle of Willis anatomy. More detail indicates that more information about the Circle of Willis 
is retained, while less detail indicates the opposite. Additional levels could also be added in between the 
presented levels where deemed informative. 
Initially, we wanted to represent the CoW anatomy in terms of edges and vertices in either 
directed or undirected graphs with radial discs along the edges or centrelines to continuously 
measure the diameters of segments in the CoW anatomy. This turned out to be too ambitious 
as the automatic classification software we attempted to use (Robben et al., 2016, 2013) did 
not sufficiently find the arteries in the CoW, even after training the software with in-house 
data. 
After this attempt, we considered categorical CoW representations inspired by previous MRA 
studies on the CoW anatomy I found particularly relevant (Horikoshi et al., 2002; Krabbe-
Hartkamp et al., 1998; Qiu et al., 2015). It was then natural to consider unique and whole 
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complete CoW variant with no missing segments was then considered the obvious reference 
variant, as the complete CoW have better collateral flow than incomplete variants. Even 
though this type of representation is often used, without further specifying which segments 
are classified as either present or hypoplastic and missing in this representation, the 
representation is inconsistently interpretable in terms of the level of detail embedded. Another 
weakness of such a representation is that it does not readily present information about how 
often subsets of segments across CoW variants are missing or hypoplastic. As such, we were 
compelled to define a more detailed representation underlying this holistic CoW 
representation. 
To avoid occluding possibly crucial information, each segment considered in the CoW 
anatomy were then explicitly regarded as missing or present in our data. This required a 
diameter threshold to separate the missing and present segments from each other; which we 
will come back to. Additional practical applications of this segment-wise representation 
included the possibility to represent the CoW in terms of segment-by-segment dependent 
conditional probabilities. Similar practical use of the holistic representation was also possible, 
for instance in merging left- and right side or anterior and posterior parts of the CoW, to 
create more general or broader CoW representations. 
2.3.2 Segments of interest and necessary simplifications 
In the segment-wise representation, we chose a baseline of 12 segments that in most cases 
were relevant for describing the in- and out-flow of the CoW and collateral ability of the CoW 
anatomy (Figure 5). The first five artery segments, representing the in- and out flow were: 
The right and left ICA, BA, and the right and left middle cerebral artery (MCA). The last 
seven segments make up the CoW and were: The right and left proximal ACA, ACoA, right 




Figure 5. Illustration of the 12 segments of interest in the Circle of Willis. Thick and red arrows denote the typical 
flow direction relative to the Circle of Willis. Abbreviations: ACA = proximal anterior cerebral artery, ACoA = 
anterior communicating artery, MCA = middle cerebral artery, ICA = internal carotid artery, PCoA = posterior 
communicating artery, PCA = posterior cerebral artery, BA = basilar artery. 
Despite including these 12 segments to represent essential aspects of the CoW anatomy, they 
were still insufficient to represent all possible variations in or near the CoW. Besides the 12 
segments there are additional artery segments which did not make it into our representations, 
because they were too many and also too rare to warrant inclusion in quantitative studies that 
initially focused on the collateral ability of the CoW. Some of these extremely rare segments 












consequences for the collateral flow in the CoW as they appear upstream or downstream of 
the circle, e.g. the persistent trigeminal artery. Furthermore, certain segments may develop 
substantially different from a single tubular segment, e.g. one or multiple fenestration in 
segments may occur. The problem with segment fenestration in imaging is that it affects the 
visibility of any segment for the worse. Specifically, fenestrated segments with small 
diameter may most likely be classified as missing, even though they could have been regarded 
as present if no fenestration was present; e.g. two segments with diameter around 0.5 mm 
each have less cross-sectional area for blood to flow through compared to one segment with 1 
mm diameter. Simplifications, such as choosing the 12 segments, or rather general study 
design choices are therefore important to remember when studies discuss how CoW variants 
were classified and why certain CoW segments and their properties were considered included 
rather than those other segments or properties. 
2.3.3 Classification of segments 
Since we used discrete representations of the CoW we required at least one diameter 
threshold. To justify selecting a specific threshold, without only referring to previous studies 
where a 0.8 mm (El-Barhoun et al., 2009; Krabbe-Hartkamp et al., 1998) or a 1.0 mm 
(Eftekhar et al., 2006; Kapoor et al., 2008; Klimek-Piotrowska et al., 2016) threshold were 
often used, we need to establish what was clearly visible in our images. 
Initial testing with a 0.8 mm diameter threshold revealed that segments with discernible 
diameters at around 0.8 mm were difficult to consistently differentiate from the background 
noise. However, with a 1.0 mm diameter threshold we were able to consistently differentiate 
segments from the background noise. As such, by using this 1.0 mm threshold we also 
eliminated some uncertainty in our classification. Another strength of using the 1.0 mm 
diameter criterion was how segment diameters measured as larger than or equal to 1.0 mm in 
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the 2D viewer consistently translated to continuously visible arteries in the 3D image viewer 
(Figure 2); i.e. where the 2D and 3D viewer were part of the software we used for 
classification. The last important criterion for classifying segments constituting the circle in 
the CoW as present and not absent, was making sure they were connected to the other arteries 
they “normally” would be connected with; similar to criterion number two by Kapoor et al. 
(Kapoor et al., 2008). The posterior CoW variant “(k)” in Qiu et al. is an excellent example of 
when this last criterion is important to enforce classification uniformity (Figure 6) (Qiu et al., 
2015); i.e. no direct collateral pathway between ipsilateral ICA and proximal PCA imply an 
ipsilaterally missing PCoA. Using (1) the quantitative diameter criterion, (2) the qualitative 
continuity criterion and at last (3) making sure arteries actually fulfilled the circle properly, 
the CoW representations we have constructed should portray CoW anatomy, and also the 
collateral ability of the CoW, better than the previous literature based on non-contrast MRA 
techniques. 
 
Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the “(k)”/Unilateral dual PCA variant observed 29 times in Qiu et al., which 




the unilateral dual PCA variant was therefore according to rule three considered as missing a posterior 
communicating artery. PCA = posterior cerebral artery. Figure reused from Paper I supplementary. 
2.4 Imaging processing and validation 
In Paper I and Paper II we used software to automatize parts of the CoW classification and 
the WMH segmentation. 
2.4.1 Semi-automatic MeVisLab software 
To make the classification of the CoW more efficient and less prone to errors, I created a 
semi-automatic segmentation program (Figure 7) in MeVisLab (v3.0.1) to speed up the 
process. The program automatically loaded new cases and had buttons for each segment in the 
CoW allowing for rapid rating of which segments were present or missing. 
 
Figure 7. Screenshot of the semi-automatic classification for one brain. Here we can see the 3D viewer, 2D 
viewer where we measure the right proximal anterior cerebral artery which is just above 1.0 mm depending on 
how the threshold is selected relative to the background noise. 
Furthermore, the program included a 2D viewer and a 3D viewer showing the TOF image that 
was loaded. The 3D viewer allowed for free rotation, maximum intensity projection or 3D 
rendering (the preferred option) of the CoW anatomy. Simultaneously, the 2D viewer allowed 
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one to scroll through the 2D slices of the TOF image and measure the diameter of the 
segments that were seen as questionably thin in the 3D viewer. The aforementioned binary 
buttons were shown in both the 3D viewer and 2D viewer, but only clickable in the 2D viewer 
as we measured diameters in this program window. The program code, consisting of 
MeVisLab graphical elements, Python and R code, can at the time of publishing this thesis be 
found in a repository on GitHub called “cowtypemevis_gui” (URL: 
https://github.com/labhstats/cowtypemevis_gui) alongside some description of how it is used. 
Using all this with our CoW representation we classified the CoW anatomy fairly quickly. 
Although some cases took longer than others, depending on the complexity of the anatomy. 
The whole sample of 1864 images took approximately 10 effective working days. For a 
random subset of 100 TOF images we calculated intra and inter rater accuracy, which was 

































Figure 8. Intra rater validation accuracy, showing which Circle of Willis variants that were misclassified as which. 
Each capital letter, followed by possible lateralisation (i.e. “l” or “r”), denote which segment that is missing or 
hypoplastic in each variant. A “2” prefix denotes that both left and right-side segment is missing or hypoplastic. O 
= complete variant, Ac = anterior communicating artery, A = anterior cerebral artery, Pc = posterior 
communicating artery, P = posterior cerebral artery, B = basilar artery. Figure reused from Paper I 
supplementary. 
 
Figure 9. Inter rater validation accuracy, showing which Circle of Willis variants that were misclassified as which. 
Each capital letter, followed by possible lateralisation (i.e. “l” or “r”), denote which segment that is missing or 
hypoplastic in each variant. A “2” prefix denotes that both left and right-side segment is missing or hypoplastic. O 
= complete variant, Ac = anterior communicating artery, A = anterior cerebral artery, Pc = posterior 
communicating artery, P = posterior cerebral artery, B = basilar artery, M = middle cerebral artery. Figure reused 
from Paper I supplementary. 
Inter rater validation:














































2.4.2 UNET segmentation algorithm 
To estimate WMH volumes efficiently and unbiased in Paper II, we used an open source 
fully convolutional neural network (UNET architecture) algorithm (Li et al., 2018) to segment 
the WMH. The algorithm we used was the best performer in the WMH Segmentation 
Challenge MICCAI 2017 (Kuijf et al., 2019). We also added additional post processing steps 
to reduce false positives errors (i.e. using grey matter mask to remove false positives in grey 
matter), and the final pipeline was validated on a subset of 30 cases that had acceptable 
similarity coefficients, or DICE scores, that was on average 0.519 (Figure 10). Note that since 



























Figure 10. Validation of white matter hyperintensities (WMH) segmentation algorithm. Figure reused from Paper 
II. 
Segmented WMH was then divided into DWMH and PWMH by a 10 mm rule (Griffanti et 
al., 2018) using dilated ventricle masks for defining the set of PWMH. Both T1w and FLAIR 
were used to manually check for segmentation errors. In the manual screening and validation, 
the FLAIR scans were mainly used to determine WMH, while using T1w scans as controls. 
2.5 Methodological considerations when creating Circle of 
Willis representations for imaging studies 
As mentioned, a substantial amount of work went into creating the CoW representations used 
in this thesis. Furthermore, no way of representing CoW variants are necessarily wrong 
depending on the context in which anatomical representations are used. This section will 
therefore address some relevant methodological considerations regarding the design of the 
CoW representations used in this thesis. 
2.5.1 Which parts of cerebrovascular system to include for classification 
and subsequent analysis? 
Ideally, the whole cerebro-vasculature should be considered included, and then simplified to 
whatever representation is necessary with respect to specific statistical assumptions or 
requirements, however this was not viable. As such, selecting common segments in the CoW 
and fitting them into a basic, uniform and “applicable” or flexible framework (i.e. compared 
to previous studies) seemed the most appropriate. 
Omission of segments’ lateralisation is an example of a simplification we used. However, it is 
not without possible flaws. Although the CoW anatomy itself is theoretically expected to be 
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fairly symmetrical, the practical surroundings of the CoW may make such simplifications 
somewhat erroneous.  
Furthermore, the degree of comparison one wish to enable with previous and future studies, 
also affects how much of the vasculature one should include and how one should select at 
least one diameter threshold. For example, we have consciously chosen a level of detail, with 
the classification criteria, that is possible to generalise and then compare to previous 
prevalence studies. For instance, we successfully compared our material in Paper I with 
another TOF MRA study by Qiu et al. (Qiu et al., 2015) using a CoW representation that 
retained less details than ours.  
Obviously, there are many aspects that will affect an appropriate level of detail for 
representing the CoW. Arguably, due to the absence of readily available automatic 
segmentation or classification software, which in theory should retain the most detail about 
the CoW (Figure 4), the pre-emptive methodological considerations presented in this thesis 
should continue to prove relevant when manual measurements and classification are done as 
there are bias and time issues associated with doing it more than once. The automatic 
measurements and classification have on the contrary the luxury of applying thresholds after 
quantifying the CoW anatomy without rater bias and more than enough diameter estimates 
per segment. In theory though, with many enough manual diameter measurements per 
segment, the manual approach can asymptotically converge to the standards of automatic 
software measurements. 
2.5.2 Defining segments as missing or hypoplastic: Semantic issue 
The distinction between missing and hypoplastic arteries has been a thorny issue. We often 
used the word missing instead of hypoplastic, when stating whether a segment was not seen 
on the TOF images or less than 1 mm in diameter. The scrutiny we received from others 
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presumably stemmed from a dichotomy between contexts in which one may study the CoW 
anatomy. 
In the context of a surgery or in vitro studies, one is able to physically check that an in vivo 
invisible segment is hypoplastic and not missing. However, in an in vivo study, one is unable 
to physically check that arteries not seen on an image is truly missing or just hypoplastic. The 
need for distinguishing between hypoplastic and missing arteries then seemingly becomes an 
issue of adhering to semantical norms stemming from in vitro studies or clinical cases, which 
is not necessarily applicable for in vivo studies.  
Consequently, I believe this scrutiny of the choice of words is not an issue in the context of 
our work based on in-vivo imaging where we also used one dichotomising diameter 
threshold. The persisting problem of in-vivo imaging not being able to distinguish between 
hypoplastic and missing arteries is undeniable, and it is this exact weakness of in-vivo TOF 
studies that enable the use of such simplified jargon with implied superposition of the two 
states of segments. 
2.5.3 Pooling missing and hypoplastic segments: Statistical issue 
Another related concern we encountered in the early stages of designing CoW representations 
is that one should not necessarily statistically merge the two distinct concepts of a missing 
and a hypoplastic segment; i.e. a segment rated as missing is combined into the same category 
of a segment rated as hypoplastic. Although, when prioritising to represent the collateral 
ability in the CoW from images in cross-sectional studies, it introduces less friction between 
the merged categories to merge these two rather than merging hypoplastic segments with 
present ones. The main argument is that both the concept of hypoplastic segments and the 
concept of missing segments, represent reduced or incomplete collateral ability in the CoW; 
compared to the complete CoW variant and its present or plastic segments.  
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A possible counterargument is that the diameter of different CoW segments is not constant or 
fixed. In fact, hypoplastic segments are plastic enough to for instance increase in diameter 
when correcting arteriovenous malformations with shunting (Chuang et al., 2010). However, 
this possibility of latent collateral ability would likely only be an issue that is actionable for 
longitudinal studies or studies with repeated scans, and in our cross-sectional studies with a 
singular TOF scan per individual this is at worst just another limitation to note.  
Despite this worst-case limitation, and assuming at least two repeated TOF scans, our binary 
classification of segments would still be able to describe diameter changes over time if the 
measurements crossed the 1.0 mm threshold between scans. 
2.5.4 Why not represent segments via ternary ordinal factors? 
Considering that the dichotomous classification of segments are a few decades old (Krabbe-
Hartkamp et al., 1998), why have we not used ternary classification if the imaging technology 
has advanced since then? One argument to prefer the ternary segment representation is that it 
would remove the semantic and statistical issue of choosing either missing or missing and 
hypoplastic to define one missing segment category. Another reason to begin using the 
ternary representation is that it would retain more detailed information than the binary one.  
The primary reason for not using the ternary representation is that the number of possible 
CoW variants increases at worst exponentially compared to the binary segment 
representation. For example, suppose “n” segments were classified for representing CoW 
variants in either dichotomous or ternary segment representation. Then, in the dichotomous 
case we have a theoretical number of CoW variants equal to 2 to the power of “n”, while in 
the ternary case we have 3 to the power of “n”. Even for a relatively small number of “n”, e.g. 
equal 12 there is more than a theoretical hundredfold increase in the number of unique CoW 
variants that could be left almost empty when using ternary instead of binary representation. 
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This would not have been an issue using qualitative methods, but for quantitative methods a 
ternary representation would have been too difficult to work with assuming that “only” 1864 
participants were available for study. 
Another reason for not using ternary segment representation is that it would require two 
thresholds per segment which would bring further uncertainty into the classification of 
segments. This additional threshold separating missing segments from hypoplastic segments 
would also be incredibly difficult to enforce consistently in TOF images; e.g. where would 
the limit between physically non-existing segments, thin segments not showing and thin 
segments showing be in TOF images? As such, there were fairly detrimental reasons why 
using ternary segment representation for the CoW variants was unfeasible in our works.  
2.5.5 Why not use continuous diameter estimates of segments instead 
of categories? 
At last I should address why we avoided measuring continuous diameter estimates for all 
segments. The first reason, already mentioned, was that we did not have available an 
algorithm that could automatically segment the CoW anatomy with radial discs along 
vertices. As such, it would be necessary to manually measure multiple diameters, at least 
three times for consistency, for each of the 12 included segments for 1864 participants and 
also manually log these in a spreadsheet or code equivalent software. Unsurprisingly, this 
would be very time consuming. The second reason is therefore that it would introduce too 
much uncertainty compared to how much work is required. Third and last, when compared to 
using binary indicator variables for CoW variants, an ensemble of 12 separate diameter 
estimates would not translate well to statistically examining the effect of each whole CoW 
variant. The only tangible benefit, or exception, in our case could be to use the diameter 
estimates to examine the effects of resulting whole CoW variants for varying thresholds and 
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not only one threshold; e.g. brute-force finding critical thresholds of variants which could be 
more associated with some cerebrovascular health condition than others. 
2.6 Circle of Willis representations and corresponding 
statistical methods in papers 
Having presented the relevant CoW representations, argued their rationale and multiple other 
considerations, we will in this section discuss the representations in the three papers alongside 
the statistical methods used. Different representations were used in the papers, and 
corresponding statistical analyses were done in R. 
2.6.1 Paper I – Prevalence study 
To establish a foundation for studying the CoW we had to classify the CoW anatomy for each 
participant and estimate prevalences. This was done in Paper I. Although it was only strictly 
necessary to use only one holistic CoW variant representation, I thought the study would age 
better and be more informative if multiple representations were used instead. As such, we 
used four different representations of the CoW anatomy and at least one more could have 
been used. 
First, we used the holistic variant representation for the whole CoW and the 12 artery 
segments of interest. Second, we used the segment-wise representation for each individual 
artery segment, from which we then derived and used the third segment-by-segment 
conditional representation. Together, these three representations described the CoW at a 
unitary level, partial dependent level and at an individual segment level, and they provided 
much information by themselves and in conjunction with each other. Although not describing 
larger parts of the CoW anatomy, the second representation and its derivative are logical 
representation to use since they can be regarded as a recontextualization (i.e. adaption) of the 
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level of detail used to describe the mean artery diameter of individual segments in the CoW as 
some studies do (El-Barhoun et al., 2009; Krabbe-Hartkamp et al., 1998). 
We also simplified the holistic CoW variant representation into a fourth representation such 
that our prevalence estimates could be compared with another CoW prevalence study (Qiu et 
al., 2015). This fourth representation did not include lateral information about missing or 
hypoplastic segments. 
Regarding hypothesis testing, frequency tests such as the Chi-squared test is naturally used in 
prevalence studies such as Paper I. Considering that all our CoW representations are discrete, 
we used two Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel (CMH) tests and one Chi-squared test, totalling three 
statistical tests. With the first CMH test, we tested whether CoW variants were conditionally 
independent of sex while controlling for age (i.e. below or above sample mean age). With the 
second CMH test, we tested whether CoW variants were conditionally independent of being 
below or above sample mean age while controlling for sex (i.e. male or female). The one Chi-
squared test was done to improve the interpretation of a stacked bar plot of CoW variant 
prevalences per decade, and tested whether sex was hetero- or homogeneously distributed 
between an age-as-decades grouping.  
In the end, the holistic variant representation was by itself enough to test our hypotheses 
regarding the frequency of CoW variants and present the CoW variants. The other two 
representations were used to present other CoW information and data in figures, while the 
fourth was used to compare with another study. 
2.6.2 Paper II – WMH study 
In Paper II we primarily tested if incomplete CoW variants were associated with increased 
WMH volumes compared to the complete CoW variant. We first segmented the WMH using 
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an open source fully convolutional neural network (UNET architecture) algorithm (Li et al., 
2018) and then partitioned the segmented WMH into DWMH and PWMH. 
We used linear regression analyses with DWMH volume and PWMH volume as the 
dependent variable in two separate regression models. Since each type of WMH volume can 
be considered a continuous response variable and there are over thousand observations, we 
can include a sizeable number of CoW factors and other risk factor variables into linear 
regression models without substantial risk of overfitting. As such, we decided to use a more 
simplified version of the holistic CoW variant representation where left-right side symmetric 
CoW variants were merged. To exemplify, left and right PCoA were regarded as equals, but 
we still retained information whether the PCoA was ipsilaterally or contralaterally missing to 
e.g. a missing PCA or an ACA. The rationale being that symmetrical variants should affect 
the total WMH volume similarly. This also retained as much information about each variant 
as possible while still not exaggerating the number of tests. We also avoided representing the 
unique CoW variants through segment-wise factors which would involve a convoluting 
amount of segment indicator variables, two-way- and three-way interaction variables to assess 
the effect of all the unique CoW anatomy compositions; i.e. the dismantling of each unitary or 
holistic CoW variant into many segment-wise indicator variables. 
The reduction in the number of tests is also beneficial since we used multiple post-hoc testing 
with Dunnett contrasts and Dunnett adjusted p-values. The contrasts were one-sided tests to 
better answer the primary hypothesis for Paper II, that incomplete CoW variants would be 
associated with increased WMH volume compared to the complete CoW. The standard two-
sided tests included in the linear regression models were still included due to unexpected 
results and for the other WMH risk factors. Dunnett contrasting is a rather liberal adjustment 
procedure that only compares the 16 indicator variables for incomplete CoW variants (i.e. 
treatments) in each regression model against the complete CoW variant (i.e. control). This is 
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mainly why we reduced the loss of statistical power by merging left-right side symmetric 
CoW representations. Without merging some CoW variants, we would have had over 30 
comparisons per model. By doing this we assumed that possible hemispheric associations 
between CoW variants and WMH should not be affected by the merging. This rationale 
depended further on the flow rates through the two ICAs and the BA being symmetric within 
merged symmetric variant pairs. Fortunately, ACA hypoplasia and aplasia are associated with 
ipsilateral (i.e. effectively symmetrical) proportional change in ICA diameters (Carels et al., 
2018; Wu et al., 2020) and the flow change accordingly (Hendrikse et al., 2005). 
Even though WMH are seen in multiple regions of cerebral white matter, it could be feasible 
that some CoW variants were associated with more WMH lesions in certain white matter 
regions, which could have been investigated with spatial statistics, we instead used WMH 
volume as a dependent variable. There are multiple reasons for this choice. First, it is often 
done and allows comparison with other studies. Second, results from univariate regression 
models have results that are easier for most to understand its possible direct numerical 
implications. Third, full spatial modelling of WMH have inherent power issues in terms of 
multiple p-maps, which will be multiplied by the many different CoW variants we tested with 
respect to DWMH and PWMH. Furthermore, and last, using spatial statistics could reduce the 
validity of merging symmetric CoW variants without additional post processing of images. In 
our case, with two dependent variables, we have doubled the amount of hypothesis tests and 
increasing the number of tests in the current setting would be statistically questionable. 
2.6.3 Paper III – Intracranial aneurysm study 
In Paper III we examined how incomplete CoW variants were associated with increased 
prevalence of saccular IA compared to the complete CoW variant. We used logistic regression 
models to calculate odds ratios (OR) for IA for two different factor groupings of the 
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incomplete CoW variants. Of the 120 cases with IA, there were only a small number of cases 
that had multiple IAs, and participants with IA was defined as participants with at least one 
IA. IAs were defined by two expert radiologists as saccular IAs with a maximal diameter or 
length larger than or equal to 2 mm. 
We considered multiple representations of the CoW variants. However, due to low prevalence 
of IA we believed that we would lose more by not satisfying the statistical assumptions of the 
logistic regression, than what we would lose in terms of detail by pooling and merging CoW 
variants. Therefore, similar to Paper II we used the same left-right merging of CoW variants 
while retaining information about the ipsilateral and contralateral relationship between 
segments. However, with only up to 120 participants with IA, there is an upper limit to how 
many CoW variants, or variables in general, one should include in the logistic model to 
maximise the probability of true positives and true negatives (Vittinghoff and McCulloch, 
2007). Vittinghoff’s and McCulloch’s study suggests that the events-per-variable (EPV) ratio 
should be higher than 5 when binary predictors are primarily used (Vittinghoff and 
McCulloch, 2007). This limit approaches even more quickly when regression models must 
adjust for important risk factors for IA, such as smoking, hypertension and sex (Cras et al., 
2020), and age as well. Depending on the grouping of incomplete CoW variant factors, this 
left little room in the logistic regression models for factors representing the CoW variants.  
Fortunately, this could be overcome by only including the merged CoW variants that were the 
most prevalent. We chose to include those having a prevalence larger than 2% than in the 
reference sample (N = 1858) with both IA and CoW status available. These prevalent variants 
corresponded to eight incomplete CoW variants, and resulted in a reduction in sample size 
down to 1667 participants with 110 participants with IA. The reduction in participants with 
IA, or events, was therefore still acceptable compared with the 12 variables we included in the 
full logistic regression model and had an EPV ratio well above 5. In addition, we also used 
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the simplest way of representing the CoW anatomy (i.e. incomplete versus complete) to 
examine the odds of at least one IA for all incomplete CoW variants collectively via another 
simple logistic regression model also adjusting for the same variables as the full logistic 
regression model. This also served to double check our findings from the full model with 
relatively low EPV. 
2.7 Standard Protocol Approvals, Registrations, and Consents 
The studies in this thesis were approved by the Regional Committee of Medical and Health 
Research Ethics Northern Norway (2014/1665/REK-Nord) and carried out in accordance with 
relevant guidelines and regulations at UiT The Arctic University of Norway. All participants 








3.1 Paper I – Prevalence study 
In a population-based sample of 1864 participants, we estimated prevalences of different 
CoW variants. We found 47 unique CoW variants when including the right and left 
lateralization of segments. The five most common variants were the 2Pc (27.8%) missing 
both PCoAs, the Pcl (12.2%) missing the left PCoA, the complete O variant (11.9%), the 
Ac2Pc (9.3%) missing the ACoA and both PCoAs, and the Pcr (7.3%) missing the right 
PCoA. These five variants made up 68.5% of the sample (Figure 11), while the 25 rarest 
variants constituted only 3.2% of the sample (See Appendix B for Table 5).  
 
Figure 11. Illustration of the five most common Circle of Willis variants. 
Comparison of most CoW variant prevalences from our Norwegian population sample, i.e. 
99.2% of 1864 observations, with all observations from a male Chinese population (N = 
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point difference in prevalence. Overall, mean and median percent point difference was at 1.6 
and 0.8 respectively, with ranges from 0.1 to 10.6 percent points. 
Table 2. Comparison between Qiu et al. and Hindenes et al. (Paper I), where Circle of Willis variants’ 
lateralisation and very rare variants are excluded to enable comparison of prevalence estimates. 
Nr. Variant Qiu (%) Hindenes (%) Difference 
1 O 12.2 11.9 0.3 
2 A2Pc 1.9 1.6 0.3 
3 APc 1.3 1.1 0.2 
4 APcP 0.2 1.6 1.4 
5 AP 0.2 0.6 0.4 
6 A2P 0.1 0.2 0.1 
7 Ac2Pc 7.1 9.3 2.2 
8 AcPc 4.9 5.8 0.9 
9 AcPcP 0.4 2.1 1.7 
10 AcP 1.0 1.9 0.9 
11 Ac2P 0.5 0.8 0.3 
12 A 0.5 0.6 0.1 
13 Ac 3.3 2.6 0.7 
14 2Pc 38.4 27.8 10.6 
15 Pc 22.0 19.5 2.5 
16 PcP 2.2 6.2 4.0 
17 P 3.3 4.5 1.2 
18 2P 0.5 1.1 0.6 
Variant abbreviations: O = complete variant, A = missing anterior cerebral artery, Ac = missing anterior 
communicating artery, Pc = missing posterior communicating artery, P = missing posterior cerebral artery, “2” = 
prefix indicating both prefixed segments are missing. 
By using both the segment-wise and the segment-by-segment dependent conditional CoW 
representations, we also discovered independent and dependent patterns of associations for 
segments and across segments. Independent patterns included the right ACA being more often 
missing than the left ACA, the right PCoA being less often missing than the left PCoA, and 
both PCAs being approximately equally often missing. Dependent patterns included ACA and 
PCA being more often simultaneously ipsilaterally missing, and ACA and PCoA being more 
often simultaneously contralaterally missing, and PCA and PCoA being only contralaterally 
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missing. The PCoA and PCA artery pair was prone to being missing simultaneously. ACoA 
tended to be equally likely missing no matter which artery in the posterior of the CoW that 
was missing, and ACoA was almost never missing if the ACA was already missing. 
Furthermore, we found significant conditional dependence in prevalence distribution of CoW 
variants between older and younger participants using a mean split of the data (i.e. comparing 
participants younger than 65.4 years old to participants older than 65.4 years old). A stacked 
bar plot of the CoW variant prevalences per decade suggests that the age-related difference 
between young and old participants was due to increased number of missing segments in the 
CoW with increasing age. The decade age distribution was independent of sex, so the 
observed trend of increasing number of missing segments with older age can be considered 
valid for both men and women. We found no significant conditional dependence in 
prevalence distribution of CoW variants between males and females. This lack of prevalence 
differences between males and females is consistent with the close agreement between our 
population sample and the male Chinese population sample. 
3.2 Paper II – WMH study 
Among the 1864 participants examined in Paper I, 1751 of those were used in the analyses of 
the relationship between incomplete CoW variants and DWMH or PWMH (Figure 12). The 
rest were excluded due to circumstances affecting the reliability of the WMH segmentation 
and subsequent analyses. Briefly, the 113 excluded were excluded due to brain atrophy that 
might lead to incorrect WMH volume estimates (N = 70), image artefacts (N = 6), failure of 




Figure 12. Illustration of the merged Circle of Willis variants included and analysed in Paper II. Abbreviations: “i” 
= ipsilateral and “k” = contralateral relationship between two subsequent segments. Prefix “2” denotes that both 
left and right segments are missing. Furthermore, “A” = proximal anterior cerebral artery, “Ac” = anterior 
communicating artery, “Pc” = posterior communicating artery, “P” = proximal posterior cerebral artery. Figure is 
reused from Paper II. 
No incomplete CoW variant had significantly higher DWMH volume compared to the 
complete CoW variant. However, the PcP variant, missing one PCoA and the contralateral 
PCA, was the sole variant that had an adjusted p-value less than 50% at p = 0.093 for the one-
sided test. Besides the Dunnett adjusted p-value, the two-sided test for the PcP variant was 
significant at the 5% level. See Table 3 for effect sizes. Optimistically, this indicates a trend of 
higher DWMH volume for the incomplete CoW variant missing a PCoA and a PCA. 
Realistically however, unless a specific mechanism can be determined to support the trend for 
that variant, it appears that no incomplete CoW variant is associated with increased DWMH 
volume compared to the complete variant. The R2 for the DWMH model was 0.167, 
indicating that the model explained only a modest amount of the variance in the data. 
Table 3. Overview of the effect sizes in the two WMH regression models that were significant at the two-sided 
tests. 
2Pc:	N	=	491	(28.0%) Pc:	N	=	349	(19.9%) O:	N	=	214	(12.2%) Ac2Pc:	N	=	165	(9.4%) AcPc:	N	=	102	(5.8%)PcP:	N	=	109	(6.2%)
P:	N	=	82	(4.7%) Ac:	N	=	47	(2.7%) AcPcP:	N	=	38	(2.2%) AcP:	N	=	34	(1.9%) AkPcP:	N	=	25	(1.4%)A2Pc:	N	=	25	(1.4%)





Effect \ WMH type Deep WMH Periventricular WMH 
A2Pc (1/0) Not significant -0.5055 
P (1/0) Not significant -0.3931 
PcP (1/0) 0.2714 Not significant 
Age (Continuous) 0.0301 0.0789 
Pack year (Continuous) 0.0048 0.0057 
Systolic blood pressure 
(Continuous) 
0.0041 0.0041 
Diabetes (1/0) Not significant 0.4280 
Abbreviations: WMH = white matter hyperintensities, A2Pc = variant missing proximal anterior cerebral artery and 
both posterior communicating arteries, P = variant missing proximal posterior cerebral artery, PcP = variant 
missing a posterior communicating artery contralateral to a missing posterior cerebral artery. Coefficients are not 
standardised. 
Similarly, no incomplete CoW variant was associated with significantly higher PWMH 
volume compared to the complete CoW variant. In this case, all Dunnett adjusted p-values 
with the one-sided tests were in the range from 0.85 to 1. Closer inspection of the model 
showed that two incomplete CoW variants had significant p-values for the two-sided test, but 
their corresponding coefficient was negative explaining why the one-sided tests had p-values 
closer to 1 than 0. For the two-sided tests however, the P variant (missing one proximal PCA) 
and A2Pc variant (missing one proximal ACA and both PCoA) was significant at 1% and 5% 
level, respectively. This indicated, contrarily to our original hypothesis, that some incomplete 
CoW variants could be associated with decreased PWMH volume compared to the complete 
CoW variant. However, with regards to our original hypothesis and risk of false positives, the 
results still indicate that an incomplete CoW variant was not associated with higher PWMH 
volume compared to the complete CoW variant. The R2 for the PWMH model was 0.458, 
indicating that the model explained a fair amount of variance. 
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In both models, pack year smoking, systolic blood pressure and age were risk factors for 
increased DWMH and PWMH as previous studies indicated for WMH. Having diabetes was 
only a risk factor for increased PWMH volume, not DWMH, which may explain some of the 
difference in variance explained by the models.  
3.3 Paper III – Intracranial aneurysm study 
Among the 1864 participants in Paper I, 1858 had sufficient image quality on the TOF 
images to be screened for IAs, and after exclusion of rare CoW variants 1667 participants 
were included for study. Among the 1667 participants, there were 110 participants with at 
least one IA and a large number of these IAs were around 5 mm or smaller (Figure 13). Only 
3.1% of participants with a complete CoW variant had IA compared to 7.1% of participants 
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Figure 13. Box plots of intracranial aneurysm (IA) sizes of the 110 participants (one IA per participant) sorted per 
Circle of Willis variant. Figure is reused from Paper III supplementary. 
Of the eight incomplete CoW variants included in the logistic regression model, two were 
associated with increased odds of IA compared to the complete variant (Figure 14). The first 
was the Ac2Pc variant (missing all communicating arteries) with a 4.2 OR (95% CI 1.7 – 
10.3), and the second was the P variants (missing either the left or right proximal PCA) with a 
3.6 OR (95% CI 1.2 – 10.1). These two variants had quite high OR estimates compared to the 
other six incomplete CoW variants, which only ranged from 1.2 to 2.3 OR with minimum 
lower limit and maximum upper limit 95% CI at 0.25 and 8.09, respectively. The relatively 
high OR estimates of these other six incomplete CoW variants in the full model are reflected 
in how collectively all the incomplete CoW variants were significantly associated with 
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Figure 14. Confidence intervals from the full logistic model with the eight individual Circle of Willis variants. 
Abbreviation of missing segments in Circle of Willis: Pc = posterior communicating artery, P = posterior cerebral 
artery, Ac = anterior communicating artery. Prefix “2” denotes that both left and right segments are missing. 
3.3.1 Location of IA versus Circle of Willis variants 
Only seven of the 120 participants (among the 1858) with at least one IA had a complete 
CoW, and six of seven participants with more than one IA were among the most common 
CoW variants. For the significant Ac2Pc variant most IAs were in the MCA, while for the 
significant P variants nearly half of the IAs were in the ICA. Table 4 show the five CoW 
variants and corresponding IA sites in the ten participants that were excluded in Paper III. 
Table 4. Site of intracranial aneurysms in participants (N = 10) for Circle of Willis (CoW) variants not included in 
Paper III. 
IA site(s) Circle of Willis variants  
Sum: AiP A2Pc AkPcP 2P Ac2P 
Sum: 10 1 3 4 1 1 
ACoA 2 0 2 0 0 0 
PCoA 1 0 0 1 0 0 
ICA 3 1 0 1 0 1 
MCA 3 0 1 2 0 0 
ICA + MCA 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Abbreviations: “i” = ipsilateral and “k” = contralateral relationship between two subsequent segments. Prefix “2” 
denotes that both left and right segments are missing. “A” = proximal anterior cerebral artery, “ACoA” and “Ac” = 
anterior communicating artery, “PCoA” and “Pc” = posterior communicating artery, “P” = proximal posterior 
cerebral artery, “ICA” = internal carotid artery, and “MCA” = middle cerebral artery. 
Regarding the 120 participants with IA, most IAs were also in either the ICA or MCA. 
However, there were a few interesting observations that should be mentioned despite 
uncertainty from few observations. First, similar to the P variants, the other variants missing a 
PCA and simultaneously not missing a PCoA, had three of four IAs in the ICA. Second, 
participants with IA in the BA had mostly incomplete posterior CoW anatomy; i.e. missing or 
hypoplastic PCoA or PCA. Third, the single IA observed in the proximal PCA and the distal 
PCA was only associated with missing both PCoA. Fourth, two of seven IAs associated with 
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a CoW variant missing an ACA were in the ACoA. Fifth and last, all IAs in the terminus were 
associated with incomplete communicating arteries; i.e. ACoA and PCoA.  
Interestingly, from Table 4 it appears that the distribution of IAs among the common and rare 
IA sites appear to be independent of the rarity of CoW variants. It should also be noted that 
two rare incomplete CoW variants, both with at least a hypoplastic or missing ACA, had more 










The main objectives of this thesis were to examine the prevalence of different CoW variants 
in an adult population and how these CoW variants were associated with WMH and saccular 
IA. Main findings were: (I) that the complete CoW was uncommon with a prevalence of 12%, 
(II) that incomplete CoW variants were not associated with increased WMH, and (III) that 
incomplete CoW variants were associated with increased odds of saccular IA.  
I will discuss key findings and other findings in our work in a broader context and also the 
clinical relevance of our findings. I refer to the three papers for a detailed discussion of the 
specific works. 
4.1 Anatomical variations: How often is the Circle of Willis 
anatomy complete? 
Studies on the CoW report wildly varying prevalence estimates of the complete CoW variant, 
and it is therefore considerable uncertainty regarding the “true” prevalence. MRA studies 
have reported prevalences of the complete CoW variant from 12.2% (Qiu et al., 2015) to 45% 
(Forgo et al., 2018). Both studies used MRA TOF in healthy adults of similar average age, 
suggesting that the differences between the two studies are unrelated to the measuring 
technique. However, the two studies have vastly different sample sizes; i.e. the study that 
reports the 12.2% prevalence had a sample size 18 times larger than the study reporting a 45% 
prevalence. This suggests that the sample size may be a major source of the disagreement in 
prevalence estimates.  
In Paper I, our sample size was more comparable to the largest study (i.e. N = 1864 versus N 
= 2246), and we estimated that the CoW was complete in 11.9% of 1864 participants, which 
was nearly identical to the 12.2% estimate by Qiu et al. (Qiu et al., 2015). This discrepancy in 
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sample sizes and prevalence estimates suggests via the law of large numbers, that a large 
number of participants are essential for obtaining more consistent and likely representative 
estimates of the CoW variants’ prevalence. Furthermore, based on the overall close agreement 
between the two largest in-vivo studies of the incomplete CoW variants (Table 2), it is 
reasonable to say with some confidence that the CoW is not very often complete in 
participants older than 40 years as we concluded in Paper I.  
4.1.1 Do the Circle of Willis change with age?  
Another key finding in Paper I was that the complete CoW variant was less common in older 
individuals, the same was the case for CoW variants with only one missing or hypoplastic 
segment. Other MRA studies (El-Barhoun et al., 2009; Krabbe-Hartkamp et al., 1998) CT 
angiography studies (De Caro et al., 2021; Zaninovich et al., 2017) and a digital subtraction 
study (Eaton et al., 2020) also report that the complete CoW variant becomes less prevalent 
with increasing age. The numerous studies reporting the same age trend suggest that the 
complete CoW variant becomes less prevalent with increasing age. 
On that note, one may wonder why our comparison with Qiu et al. (Qiu et al., 2015) showed 
such close agreement when they have a younger population of only men aged 31 – 60 years 
(mean age 49.55 years), compared to our study with mean age 65.4 and an age range from 40 
– 86 years. One possible reason is that we used a different way of classifying the CoW 
compared to Qiu et al. (Qiu et al., 2015), which is a separate issue.  
Despite this inherent unclarity, some dissection studies with both smaller and larger sample 
sizes support the findings that the complete CoW variant is rarer in older individuals. First, a 
recent dissection study with 73 aged specimens (> 90% with atherosclerosis) showed that 
only 7% of the CoWs were complete (Wijesinghe et al., 2020). Second, an older dissection 
study from 1963 with 994 adult specimens of unknown age with “clinical neural 
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dysfunction”, found that the CoW is only complete in 21% cases (Riggs and Rupp, 1963); i.e. 
with no hypoplastic segments. Third and last, this age trend is also inversely reflected in 
another relatively large dissection study with 1000 younger specimens (i.e. over 50% were 
younger than 40 years old) reporting a 45.2% prevalence of the complete CoW variant 
(Kapoor et al., 2008). Although the percent point differences of prevalence estimate for the 
complete CoW in the two first dissection studies range from 4 to 10 percent points compared 
to Paper I, these three studies arguably support our finding that the incomplete CoW is not 
very common in adults older than 40 years, and also support the recurring finding that the 
CoW tend to be more incomplete with older age. 
The exact nature of this commonly observed age trend is not fully understood, as no 
longitudinal study on the prevalence of CoW variants have been performed. However, there 
are known arterial changes associated with age, which may cause arterial segments to become 
hypoplastic: increased arterial tortuosity, i.e. curling, turning and twisting of the arteries 
(Bullitt et al., 2010; Wright et al., 2013), arterial stiffening (Mitchell et al., 2011), and 
atherosclerosis, which is prevalent in CoW specimen from elderly (Wijesinghe et al., 2020). 
Furthermore, total cerebral blood flow (Buijs et al., 1998) and pulsatile dampening 
(Zarrinkoob et al., 2016) decrease with age, which could also play a role in shaping the 
cerebrovascular anatomy. Despite no causative evidence, it appears unlikely that the age trend 
associated with the prevalence of the complete CoW variants is random due to the large 
number of different cross-sectional studies reporting and supporting the age trend. 
4.1.2 The way forward for understanding anatomical variations in the 
Circle of Willis 
As all studies on the CoW have been cross sectional, we cannot ascertain which factors affect 
the CoW anatomy; e.g. genetics, age, health, environmental or generational differences.  
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Studies on genetic influence on the CoW anatomy suggest that genes play a minor role in the 
anatomical variation. A twin study found no genetic effect (Forgo et al., 2018), while another 
family study suggest that variations in the PCoA could be heritable (Van Kammen et al., 
2018). As mentioned, cerebrovascular changes such as atherosclerosis and arterial stiffening 
may affect the COW anatomy, but there is little knowledge on the exact effect on the CoW 
anatomy. With regards to The Tromsø Study specifically, examples of generational exposure 
are changes in physical activity (Morseth and Hopstock, 2020), changes in blood pressure and 
subsequent use of antihypertensives (Sharashova et al., 2020), or cessation of smoking 
followed by increase in obesity (Løvsletten et al., 2021).  
Well-powered longitudinal studies are clearly the way forward in understanding which factors 
affect the CoW anatomy. However, the timescale for cerebrovascular changes may be long, as 
the 9-year timespan used in Takeuchi et al. indicates (Takeuchi et al., 2019), which may 
render such studies difficult. There is also a lack of studies on the CoW anatomy with 
participants or specimen spanning a large age range, i.e. from youth to elderly. Such studies 
could also offer insight into which actors shape the CoW anatomy. Finally, there is need for 
detailed studies on how various CoW variants affect cerebral blood flow, perfusion and 
pulsatility to understand how the different CoW variants tend to affect the blood supply to the 
brain. 
Future studies should address some common issues hampering research into the CoW 
anatomy. First, the highly heterogenous classifications of the CoW anatomy among studies 
can be handled by reporting increasingly more detailed classification and representation of 
CoW variants to allow for comparisons with both older and future studies. Such repeated 
practice will eventually converge into the one or more ideal standardised methods for 
reporting the CoW anatomy, which are needed. Second, studies should maximise their sample 
sizes; e.g. 150 observations are obviously not enough to reliably estimate prevalences for all 
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47 CoW variants or a sizeable subset of those variants observed in Paper I, and neither were 
1800 observations to some extent. Third, studies should have awareness of the discussed age 
trend and report CoW prevalence estimates’ dependence on age; e.g. similar to the stacked bar 
plot in Paper I. This is especially important for studies that manage to study participants or 
specimen with a wide age range. Without properly accounting for these issues and taking on 
such challenges, review studies on the prevalence of CoW variants will be difficult.  
At last, future CoW review studies should try applying bootstrapping to retroactively compare 
estimates of CoW variants’ prevalence between studies, where the smallest sample size 
among the studies compared simultaneously is used as sample size for the bootstrap samples. 
This way, equal uncertainty is applied to all studies compared against each other, and it 
should be possible to see whether studies with more likely volatile CoW variant prevalence 
estimates from smaller sample sizes significantly disagree with larger studies that is less 
likely to have volatile prevalence estimates or vice versa. 
4.2 The Circle of Willis anatomy and similar variants may affect 
the brain health in different ways  
Our works together with others suggest a more complex association between CoW anatomy 
and brain health than initially anticipated. A number of previous studies have shown an 
association between incomplete CoW variants and increased WMH in patients primarily with 
atherosclerosis, presumably due to reduced collateral ability of an incomplete CoW. We failed 
to find a similar association in our population sample in Paper II, but we curiously found 
evidence for a protective effect against WMH in some incomplete CoW variants. In Paper III 
we showed that the CoW anatomy not only affects the brain directly, but also the cerebral 
arteries, as we found that incomplete CoW variants were associated with increased odds for 
presence of IA. 
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4.2.1 WMH and Circle of Willis anatomy: Explaining outcomes 
In Paper II, we initially only tested whether incomplete CoW variants were associated with 
increased WMH volume; i.e. using one-sided tests. However, we were surprised by the lack 
of significant results from these one-sided tests, and after closer examination of the models 
we observed that the two-sided tests indicated that incomplete CoW variants could be 
associated with decreased WMH volume; i.e. the effect sizes of two incomplete CoW variants 
(A2Pc and P variants) corresponding to being 5-6 years younger in the PWMH model (Table 
3). The possibility of such a protective effect is supported by a study concluding that a fetal 
posterior type CoW (i.e. essentially a P variant) could be protective factor against DWMH 
(van der Grond et al., 2004). Despite recurrence of the P variants, because we observed this 
for PWMH and not DWMH, further experimental evidence and also a causative rationale is 
needed to validate the possible protective effects. In this section I will attempt the latter. 
Originally, we assumed that better collateral ability would equal overall better 
cerebrovascular health; i.e. less WMH when the CoW is complete, since hypoxia is shown to 
be a contributing factor to WMH (Fernando et al., 2006). Except for the PcP variants that 
trended to have increased DWMH volume, the remaining results in Paper II contradicted this 
WMH study hypothesis and suggest that impaired collateral ability is associated with less 
WMH or not associated with WMH at all; at least in a generally healthy population sample. 
However, it is difficult to explain the possible protective effect seen in Paper II with the 
notion of reduced collateral function alone, which suggests that other CoW functions should 
also be considered relevant for explaining the possible outcomes for the CoW anatomy.  
Fortunately, in addition to the traditional collateral ability function, possible alternative CoW 
functions or consequences of the CoW anatomy have already been postulated or considered 
by other studies (Fenrich et al., 2021; Pascalau et al., 2018; Vrselja et al., 2014; Warnert et al., 
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2016). Among these, two of them similarly argue the likelihood of other CoW functions than 
the traditional collateral ability one as probable, since atherosclerosis is primarily a human 
lifestyle disease in older age and therefore not a likely source of evolutionary pressure in 
developing a collateral function (Fenrich et al., 2021; Vrselja et al., 2014). However, only one 
of the two present a succinctly formulated CoW function that also appears as a valid 
alternative in the context of this thesis.  
Vrselja et al. concludes in their study that the CoW protects cerebral artery and blood-brain-
barrier (i.e. microvasculature) from haemodynamic stress (Vrselja et al., 2014). Although 
Vrselja et al. points to the collaterals in dampening the haemodynamic forces, the dampening 
effect is not well understood and the hypothesis is also critiqued (Fenrich et al., 2021). As 
such and by extension, I suspect that there might be some incomplete CoW variants also 
offering advantageous dampening as some of our results in Paper II suggest. Furthermore, 
the possibility that blood-brain barrier dysfunction plays a role in WMH (Wardlaw et al., 
2015) combined with the idea that certain incomplete CoW variants would also protect the 
blood-brain barrier from haemodynamic stress, may suggest that certain CoW variants negate 
haemodynamic stress thereby protecting against WMH. Although hypothetical, this would 
better explain why in Paper II that incomplete CoW variants were not associated with 
increased WMH volumes and instead appeared to be associated with decreased PWMH 
volume for the P variants and A2Pc variants compared to the complete CoW, or simply not 
associated with WMH at all.  
From another perspective, it is also not completely illogical to suggest that incomplete CoW 
variants may promote some health benefit and not only poor health outcomes. In retrospect, 
this notion appears plausible considering how frequently incomplete CoW variants appeared 
in adult participants compared to the complete CoW variant as seen in Paper I. Furthermore, 
the idea that something considered incomplete could also be beneficial is perhaps overlooked, 
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e.g. due to expectation bias (Jeng, 2006) from associating something labelled incomplete or 
unfinished with being worse off than something that is complete or finished. A simulation 
study on the CoW and carotid stenosis also discuss the possibility that the complete CoW may 
not always be the anatomy yielding better clinical outcomes (Kang et al., 2021). Still, 
considering all the evidence in section 1.3 indicating that incomplete CoW variants are 
associated with adverse outcomes, it may be more nuanced to postulate that incomplete CoW 
anatomy may be beneficial up until some critical point where the negatives then outweigh the 
positives. One may think of incomplete CoW variants as having some eventual double-edged 
consequences. 
4.2.2 The Circle of Willis anatomy and intracranial aneurysm: Explaining 
outcomes 
The association between incomplete CoW variants and increased odds for IA prevalence may 
to a certain degree be understood by changes in the flow pattern in the CoW as we argued in 
Paper III. However, some of the associations, in particular with respect to aneurysms 
downstream to the CoW may be better explained by the dampening hypothesis by Vrselja et 
al. (Vrselja et al., 2014), which suggests that the CoW protects cerebral arteries from 
haemodynamic stress. If development of IAs are strictly dependent on weakening of the 
vessel wall and subsequent wall expansion, then it makes more sense that incomplete CoW 
variants with reduced ability to dampen asynchronous pressure pulses, as Vrselja et al. 
proposes (Vrselja et al., 2015, 2014), to have higher prevalence or odds of IA compared to the 
complete variant.  
In Paper III specifically, this appears to apply to the Ac2Pc variant associated with IAs in the 
MCA, where all three communicating arteries are hypoplastic or missing. The rationale is that 
no or reduced cross flow or dampening between the three in-flow arteries (i.e. ICAs and BA) 
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providing possible asynchronous flow pulses induces increased haemodynamic stress and 
subsequent IA in the MCA. Once again, as with the outcomes in Paper II, we were unable to 
explain the outcomes observed in Paper III by restricting ourselves to only one possible 
function or consequence of the CoW anatomy.  
4.2.3 Potential double-edged outcomes of incomplete posterior variants 
Interestingly, one comprehensive study has proposed that incomplete posterior circulation in 
the CoW combined with a hypoplastic vertebral artery (located upstream of the BA segment) 
can be a partial trigger for increased blood pressure to maintain sufficient blood flow to the 
brain (Warnert et al., 2016); i.e. a so called selfish brain hypothesis. Also, in Paper III we 
documented in the supplementary (See Appendix C for Table 6) that participants with 
incomplete CoW variants had substantially higher rates of hypertension compared to those 
with a complete CoW; i.e. specifically individuals with CoW anatomy missing both the PCA 
and the contralateral PCoA simultaneously had the highest rates of hypertension. Another 
study also report this association between incomplete CoW variants and hypertension (Eaton 
et al., 2020). 
Furthermore, hypertension is also a known risk factor for WMH (Dufouil et al., 2001), 
presence of IA (Cras et al., 2020), IA rupture (Isaksen et al., 2002) and ischemic stroke 
(O’Donnell et al., 2016). Supposing then that incomplete CoW posterior anatomy has a key 
role in triggering the postulated self-preservation tactic of the brain by inducing hypertension, 
as suggested (Warnert et al., 2016). One should then, due to the considerable risk attributed to 
hypertension, assume that a CoW with an incomplete posterior anatomy inducing 
hypertension for prolonged amounts of time to be associated with some of these unfavourable 
health conditions; e.g. as we see in Paper III for the P and Ac2Pc variants (i.e. both have 
incomplete posterior by definition) and as we see in Paper II for the PcP variants (missing a 
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PCA and PCoA) that trended to have more DWMH. Without regard to the long-term 
consequences, the brain’s apparent short-sighted self-preservation tactic may still be 
beneficial short term. See Figure 15 for an illustration of this concept. This argued short-
sightedness of this hypothetical self-preservation tactic of the brain could partly explain the 
high prevalence of incomplete posterior CoW anatomy that is not, yet, significantly 
associated with higher prevalence of WMH or IA in Paper II and Paper III although the 
incomplete CoW variants have higher rates of hypertension in Paper III. 
 
Figure 15. Illustration of how an incomplete Circle of Willis could be beneficial (e.g. counteracting low blood flow) 
and also detrimental to the overall brain health due to increased or sustained high blood pressure over time. 
Number of anatomical changes can be less, but are limited to three to align with the Circle of Willis 
representations presented in this thesis. Furthermore, time of critical events (stars) and anatomical changes 
would likely be different for each individual. Anatomical changes in the Circle of Willis is synchronised with 
improved satisfaction of the selfish brain to match with the known cross-sectional association between higher 
rates of hypertension and incomplete Circle of Willis anatomy. 
Furthermore, regarding Paper II and Paper III, the P variants are also interesting in terms of 
double-edged effects. The P variants were associated with increased prevalence of IA while 
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Time the Selfish brain
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also trended to be associated with decreased PWMH volume. This seemingly indicates that 
the same CoW variant or anatomy can be associated with both beneficial and adverse 
outcomes. 
4.2.4 Potential sensitivity of similar Circle of Willis posterior anatomy 
and corresponding outcomes 
Similar to how one incomplete CoW variant could be associated with both positive and 
negative outcomes, some incomplete CoW variants had different outcomes despite having 
similar incomplete posterior anatomy. The PcP variants trended to have more DWMH volume 
in Paper II, and had the third highest OR for presence of IAs and the highest rates of 
hypertension as presented in Paper III. Comparing it to the P variants, that trended to have 
less PWMH volume in Paper II and were significantly associated with odds of IA in Paper 
III, the difference between the two becomes readily apparent. In addition, the second most 
common Pc variants had no results of significance in Paper II and only the fourth highest OR 
for IA in Paper III. However, this consideration of the next similar CoW variant could 
continue for a while. Still, from these limited examples of posterior CoW anatomy, it appears 
that the possible positive, negative or neutral outcomes of CoW anatomy can be sensitive to 
single artery differences even though the three variants are superficially “similar”. Similar in 
the regard that they are sometimes merged into one homogeneous incomplete posterior CoW 
category (van der Grond et al., 2004; van Seeters et al., 2015). As such, merging of “similar” 
CoW anatomy for statistical analysis could potentially convolute contradicting outcomes or 
effects, and other ways of representing CoW variants, perhaps at more tailored functional or 
anatomical levels, could be better.  
Also, regarding the pressure dissipation function of the CoW. This evident sensitivity in 
outcomes could support the derived notion presented earlier that the specific incomplete CoW 
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variants may also be important for improving the resulting outcome, and not only whether a 
CoW is complete or not. 
4.2.5 Other potential drawbacks of the incomplete posterior variants 
In Paper III we also observed that all IAs in the BA location were associated with 
incomplete posterior CoW anatomy. Unfortunately, as the posterior variations in the CoW is 
more prevalent than other variations in the CoW, these observations may as well be natural 
coincidences. However, one longitudinal study reports enlarged BA diameter over time also 
in association with fetal-type CoW (Takeuchi et al., 2019). Where a fetal-type CoW is any 
CoW with smaller diameter of the PCA compared to the ipsilateral PCoA (Krabbe-Hartkamp 
et al., 1998; Takeuchi et al., 2019; van der Grond et al., 2004), which essentially is a CoW 
with incomplete posterior as defined in our studies. This is the case if the PCA diameter is 
less than 1 mm in our representation; i.e. the P variants in which 1 of 10 IAs were located in 
the BA in Paper III. Arguably, such partial isolation of the BA from the ICA via the fetal-
type CoW also associated with simultaneous increase of BA diameter (Takeuchi et al., 2019), 
in which the same incomplete posterior anatomy also could induce increased blood pressure 
(Warnert et al., 2016) could have local consequences. Together with some findings in Paper 
III, this suggests that the few IAs located in the BA associated with incomplete posterior 
CoW anatomy may be due to induced hypertension in combination with elongation or 
widening of the BA and not necessarily just due to randomness. It is also possible that 




4.2.6 The way forward concerning alternative Circle of Willis functions, 
consequences and outcomes 
Similar to how CoW prevalence studies need longitudinal studies, it is evident that 
longitudinal studies are required for improving assessment of the causes and effects related to 
the different CoW variants. As other studies have considered alternative CoW functions or 
consequences (Eglit et al., 2020; Fenrich et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021; Pascalau et al., 2018; 
Vrselja et al., 2014; Warnert et al., 2016), the future importance of longitudinal studies that 
include the CoW anatomy and at least one cerebrovascular condition that also span a 
substantial amount of time, e.g. similar to the nine years in Takeuchi et al. (Takeuchi et al., 
2019), cannot be overstated at this moment.  
Cross-sectional studies that examines changes in flow, perfusion and pulsatility relative to 
single-artery changes in CoW anatomy would also be required to improve the understanding 
of how the CoW anatomy affects the parameters. The study by Mukherjee et al. (Mukherjee et 
al., 2018) is an example of such a study simulating the effect of missing one segment after 
another in five originally complete CoW. The use of imaging techniques that can in-vivo 
capture average magnitude and direction of blood flow through the CoW per time unit for at 
least one in-flow artery and associating certain flow patterns with certain CoW variants or 
certain lengths, curvature and tortuosity of CoW segments would be optimal. 
4.3 Clinical relevance  
Our findings did not have any direct clinical implications, as we have studied associations in a 
cross-sectional population sample, however several of our findings may be helpful for 
clinicians. In particular, the low prevalence of the complete “textbook-type” CoW and the 
association between CoW anatomy and presence of IA. 
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4.3.1 Segments in incomplete Circle of Willis variants observed in living 
individuals tend to be missing/hypoplastic in certain patterns 
In Paper I, the prevalence study, we calculated the probability that a segment in the CoW was 
missing while assuming another segment was already missing. From these estimates we saw 
that certain artery segments were more likely to be missing at the same time compared to 
other arteries. Also, from the figure or tables of all unique CoW variants, most CoW variants 
never had more than three segments that were missing or hypoplastic at the same time; i.e. an 
upper bound “rule of three” regarding hypoplastic/missing arteries, or a lower bound “rule of 
four” regarding plastic arteries in the CoW. 
Such interdependences of arteries’ diameters close to or in the CoW is not new. In fact, 
multiple studies report that the proximal ACA-pair diameter asymmetry is associated with 
ipsilateral ICA-pair diameter asymmetry (Carels et al., 2018; Kane et al., 1996; Wu et al., 
2020). Those knowledgeable about the CoW anatomy may also look at the complete CoW 
and determine correctly that the PCoA and proximal PCA are never missing at the same time. 
However, the same guess is not equally valid for the ACoA and proximal ACA, as there may 
be only one predominant distal ACA segment (Dimmick and Faulder, 2009).  
Although such simple guesses can be made, the results of Paper I indicate that 
interdependence between segments in such a small structure as the CoW becomes fairly 
nuanced quickly. For example, would one have guessed that a hypoplastic or missing 
proximal ACA occurred more often simultaneously with a hypoplastic or missing ipsilateral 
proximal PCA and not contralaterally? See Figure 16 for a summary illustration of the most 
common ways segments in the CoW tend to relate to each other in terms of diameter, or in 




Figure 16. Illustration of the interdependence of how segments in the Circle of Willis tend to be related in terms of 
being missing or hypoplastic, or in terms of diameter. ACA = anterior cerebral artery, ACoA = anterior 
communicating artery, ICA = internal carotid artery, PCA = posterior cerebral artery, PCoA = posterior 
communicating artery. This figure mainly reflects the findings in Paper I (red box). 
Assuming that the CoW anatomy may change over time. The knowledge of which segments 
in the CoW that are more likely to be missing or hypoplastic simultaneously could help in 
creating medical risk profiles or anatomical trajectories (i.e. changes over times) of CoW 
variants and their risk of one or more cerebrovascular conditions. For instance, suppose there 
is a 40-year-old patient with the Pcl variant missing the left PCoA, which artery is most likely 
to become hypoplastic or missing next? According to Figure 16 and the exact numbers 
presented in Paper I, I would personally guess the other PCoA to become the second 
hypoplastic or missing artery for this individual, since the 2Pc variant is very common. 
Despite the effective clinical usefulness of such risk profiles being dependent on undiscovered 
practical longitudinal properties of the CoW anatomy, a single scan at any point in time could 
and should be sufficient for creating such basic risk profiles in the future. Such risk profiles 























Up to three segments can likely be missing or hypoplastic simultaneously
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4.3.2 Overlooked hypoplastic or missing ACA, and ACA variations in 
conjunction with ICA diameters? 
As this thesis have not examined patients, and due to the evident association between the 
proximal ACA diameter and ipsilateral ICA diameter in CoW variations (Figure 16) (Carels et 
al., 2018; Kane et al., 1996; Wu et al., 2020), one should worry that CoW variants with rather 
infrequently observed hypoplastic or missing proximal ACA were severely understudied in 
this thesis. Consider for instance first Paper III and the ten participants with IA that were 
excluded from the paper, but revisited in this thesis. Here three of the five rare CoW variants 
excluded were associated with at least one IA and had at least a hypoplastic or missing ACA 
among other variations. Furthermore, two of those three CoW variants had more participants 
with at least one IA than two more common incomplete CoW variants included in Paper III.  
All three CoW variants in question (Table 4), with incomplete anterior and also incomplete 
posterior anatomy, have arguably fairly logical locations of IAs; i.e. two in the ICA, three in 
the MCA, and two in the ACoA. The two variants missing at least both the ACA and PCA 
have IAs in the ICA similar to the P variants in Paper III, and the two variants with IA in the 
MCA have at least one or two hypoplastic or missing PCoA also similar to the Ac2Pc variant 
in Paper III. The two IAs in the ACoA associated with a hypoplastic or missing ACA, was 
similar to one previous dissection study (Kayembe et al., 1984).  
In terms of ischemic stroke or infarction, which we did not study in this thesis, ACA 
variations combined with posterior variations have been associated with future anterior stroke 
(van Seeters et al., 2015). Furthermore, as the ACA variations are also associated with 
ipsilateral proportional ICA diameter asymmetry (Carels et al., 2018; Kane et al., 1996; Wu et 
al., 2020), it appears, to my knowledge, that a specific combination of ACA anatomy and 
corresponding ICA diameter is overlooked. It may have been overlooked that equal flow or 
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diameter of ICAs in tandem with unilateral ACA variations could be unfortunate (e.g. when 
incomplete posterior anatomy prohibits collateral flow) for the anterior circulation, because 
the contralateral ICA alone is expected to provide blood for both distal ACA flow territories, 
its ipsilateral MCA territory, and maybe also its ipsilateral distal PCA territory. 
As such, I would argue that the importance of elusive ACA variations should not be 
disregarded even though we were unable to examine associations related to those CoW 
variants for both IAs and ischemic infarction. Rather the clinical importance of the ACA 
being hypoplastic or missing may in the context of this thesis be derived from our main 
results on related or similar anatomy; e.g. based on the argued function or consequence of the 
CoW anatomy which could make IAs likely at certain locations. Regarding IAs and Paper III 
this could correspond to being open to the possibility that incomplete CoW variants with 
proximal ACA variations can be associated with increased odds for IA, as the locations of the 
IAs could be explained with the arguments in Paper III and by a similar observation from 
another study. 
To summarise, clinicians should be particularly aware of the possible association between 
ACA variations and subsequent increased flow through the ACoA and risk of IAs in the 
ACoA, and the absence of ICA diameter asymmetry which is reportedly common to observe 
with ACA variations. 
4.3.3 WMH and Circle of Willis anatomy in different study populations 
Paper II showed that nearly all incomplete CoW variants were not significantly associated 
with increased WMH volume in a general population-sample of participants. The only 
tangible exception was the PcP variants associated with increased DWMH at a 10% 
significance level for the one-sided test in Paper II. The same type of CoW anatomy (missing 
a PCoA and a PCA) was also shown to have the highest rate of hypertension in Paper III. In 
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hindsight this may attribute some importance to the PcP variants in Paper II, since systolic 
blood pressure (SBP) was adjusted for and also significant in the same DWMH model. 
Among the three studies showing similar results for the remaining incomplete CoW variants, 
one was in a general population (Del Brutto and Lama, 2015) and two was in patients with 
carotid artery stenosis (Li et al., 2015; van der Grond et al., 2004). However, there were five 
studies in patients primarily with atherosclerosis showing that incomplete CoW anatomy is 
associated with increases in WMH (Chuang et al., 2011; Ryan et al., 2015; Saba et al., 2017, 
2015; Ye et al., 2019). Considering these contradicting studies, it is difficult to ascertain to 
which extent incomplete CoW anatomy should explain increased prevalence of WMH in 
patients. Assuming however that there is a difference in effect of incomplete CoW anatomy 
for patients with atherosclerosis compared to other individuals, one still needs to define some 
atherosclerotic threshold to distinguish the two cases.  
Fortunately, a simulation study on the CoW anatomy and degree of carotid artery stenosis 
show that the prevalence of the complete CoW peaked at 50% degree of carotid stenosis, and 
that the collateral capability of the ACoA and PCoAs significantly activated at a 75% degree 
of carotid stenosis and upward (Kang et al., 2021). This may give some idea at which 
atherosclerotic degree or state the complete CoW anatomy and collateral capacity becomes 
important for protecting against WMH, and could in a clinical setting encourage follow-up 
imaging of either both carotid arteries or the CoW depending on which was coincidentally 
examined first to assess possible risk of WMH. 
In terms of the CoW anatomy and hypertension, Warnert et al. could have a possible outset 
regarding the hypertension that is potentially “wrongfully” treated with negative outcomes 
due to certain cerebrovascular anatomy inducing necessary hypertension (Warnert et al., 
2016). Similarly, the evident contrast and sensitivity in outcomes in Paper II for the P and Pc 
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variants compared to the PcP variants may also be a relevant outset. Nonetheless, the 
distinction between individuals with or without atherosclerosis is probably the most important 
for clinicians to be aware of until more specific information about the link between CoW 
variants and WMH is uncovered. 
4.3.4 Presence of intracranial aneurysms associated with certain 
incomplete Circle of Willis variants 
In Paper III we found that two of the eight incomplete CoW variants were significantly 
associated with increased odds for presence of IAs compared to the complete CoW. The first 
variant (i.e. Ac2Pc) had missing all communicating arteries in the CoW (i.e. PCoAs and 
ACoA), such that all three in-flow arteries (i.e. ICAs and BA) seemingly have to feed their 
own cerebrovascular flow territories in isolation. This incomplete variant also seemingly had 
no or reduced ability to dampen possible asynchronous blood pulses between the three in-
flow arteries, which we suspect could have caused the high prevalence of IAs. The second 
variant (i.e. P) had one missing or hypoplastic PCA. In Paper III we argued that the high 
prevalence of IAs in the ICA associated with the P variants may be due to the ipsilateral ICA 
being forced to feed more of the ipsilateral distal PCA’s flow territory that is usually also fed 
by the BA. It is also possible that the one hypoplastic or missing PCA could cause a counter-
clock-wise or clock-wise shift of blood flow throughout the CoW when the left or right PCA 
is missing, respectively (Mukherjee et al., 2018), in the process also activating all 
communicating arteries. This activation would induce additional haemodynamic stress 
throughout the communicating arteries in the CoW.  
Clinicians should therefore be especially aware of these two CoW variants, i.e. Ac2Pc and P 
variants. However, the argued and presented rationale for why these CoW variants should be 
associated with IAs are yet to be corroborated by additional studies. The point is, until further 
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studies are conducted, clinicians should consider exercising patient specific judgement as 
normal and not completely accept the argued rationales of the results at face value. 
Furthermore, it may also be especially worthwhile to pay extra attention to individuals with 
other predispositions for prevalence of IA, e.g. genetically. Awareness of other incomplete 
CoW variants may also be worthwhile, but since our findings in Paper III were inconclusive 
for the other specific incomplete CoW variants, their exact clinical importance remains 
unclear for now.  
If Warnert et al. are correct in assuming that incomplete posterior CoW anatomy induces 
hypertension (Warnert et al., 2016), which is a risk factor for IA rupture (Isaksen et al., 2002; 
Lindekleiv et al., 2012). Then, further clinical importance should be attributed to the P 
variants, and maybe also the Ac2Pc variant, mainly because these CoW variants are 
commonly defined as having the incomplete posterior CoW anatomy which could 
hypothetically induce hypertension. Lastly, although most of the IAs associated with 
incomplete CoW variants were relatively small (< 10 mm) (Figure 13), this does not diminish 
any expressed clinical importance of the incomplete CoW variants since three patients studies 
indicate that such smaller IAs can rupture (Duan et al., 2018; Figueredo et al., 2019; Zheng et 
al., 2019), if not eventually after the IAs grow larger. 
4.4 Strengths, weaknesses and limitations of the project 
The primary strength of this project has been the large number of participants that was invited 
from The Seventh Tromsø Study to undergo 3T MR examinations. This large number of 
participants have allowed us to examine many different CoW variants and their associations 
to health conditions, which can be generalised for a broader Norwegian population.  
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Other strengths included the use of semi-automatic software for classifying CoW variants, 
also yielding negligible intra- and inter rater errors, the use of fully automated software for 
WMH segmentation, and detection of IA by two expert neuroradiologists.  
A limitation related to examining many detailed CoW variants was that many CoW variants 
are seldom observed, which imply that we were unable to obtain reliable estimates on these 
variants. This was specifically the case for CoW variants with at least a hypoplastic or 
missing ACA, and those with ICA not showing close to the CoW. Similarly, the reliability or 
validity of prevalence estimates and regression model coefficients of CoW variants vary 
across our studies due to the skewed prevalence estimates of CoW variants. The same 
weakness is also a problem in the context of relatively rare cerebrovascular conditions; e.g. 
saccular IAs in this thesis. Furthermore, the CoW representations, although allowing for 
examination of many different CoW variants, could also in retrospect have been more tailored 
toward each specific outcome we studied to improve viability. I could also have considered 
not simplifying CoW representations to fit as many variants within a single framework based 
on the collateral capacity of the CoW, but instead have excluded CoW with anatomy not 
conforming exactly to the representations used. 
Another central weakness across this project was that we classified CoW variants from TOF 
images, which can falsely show segments as missing or hypoplastic arteries when the net flow 
through arteries are zero. Although, non-invasive alternatives to the TOF technique do not 
exist to our knowledge, but it is still important to be aware of its limitations. 
4.5 Future works 
Longitudinal studies that examine possible causes and effects related to CoW anatomy are 
without doubt the most needed type of future works for studying the CoW, in addition to 
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more detailed studies on how anatomical variations in the CoW affect cerebral flow, blood 
pulsatility and cerebral perfusion.  
Future studies should also put a lot of thought and work into creating more detailed 
representations that can be compared across studies, and also creating more tailored CoW 
representations that best fit the pathogenesis of the disease one is studying. A universal 
classification scheme for the CoW is also highlighted by another independent review study as 
important for allowing better estimation of CoW variants’ prevalence (Jones et al., 2020), and 
a simulation study also state that the classifications of CoW variants have to be contemplated 
further for improving statistical analyses regarding the CoW (Kang et al., 2021). Researchers 
should also strive to be aware of the age dependency of CoW anatomy and present prevalence 
estimates of CoW variants for narrower age groups if a sufficient number of observations are 
available for study. 
Fortunately, due to the relatively modern imaging technology, one is no longer bound by 
dissection studies where it is impossible to measure changes over time. Larger population 
studies that already have done at least one cross-sectional study of the CoW anatomy should 
be in an advantageous position to begin shape the longitudinal understanding of the CoW 
anatomy within a decade. At least when considering a similar nine year time period as used in 
the longitudinal study by Takeuchi et al. (Takeuchi et al., 2019). 
To help with the assumed work load from measuring, thresholding, or classifying the CoW 
anatomy, future works should also consider developing and make available fully automatic 
segmentation, measurement and classification software. Achieving this may in the long-term 
help clinicians in effortlessly being alerted of participants with certain CoW variants 
associated with known cerebrovascular risks. However, in the short term it can also alleviate 
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much of the burden associated with manually classifying the CoW variants, and also enable 
larger studies to classify the CoW of many participants without inter- and intra rater biases. 
Regarding the cerebrovascular conditions studied in this thesis. Future works should look into 
the possibility that certain incomplete CoW variants may be associated with decreases in 
WMH volume or corroborate the atherosclerosis threshold for when incomplete CoW 
anatomy becomes unfavourable. It may also be informative to look at the statistical 
interaction between CoW anatomy and carotid stenosis in WMH studies. Regarding IAs, 
future works may benefit from collecting larger number of participants and try replicating and 
narrowing the confidence intervals of all incomplete CoW variants, not just the two variants 
we found significant in our study. The rationale is that individuals with these other incomplete 
CoW variants are presumably also at odds for higher prevalence of IA, albeit maybe not as 
often as the two we found. Another approach could be to collect flow data to see which 
segments in the CoW experience elevated flow for each CoW variant. At last, elevated blood 
pressure and hypertension in the context of PCoA and proximal PCA in the CoW (i.e. PcP 
variants and WMH), and maybe also the proximal ACA (i.e. then related to ischemic stroke or 








In conclusion, the complete CoW variant is likely not very common in adults older than 40 
years old. Incomplete CoW variants appeared to not be associated with increased WMH 
volumes, at least in a general population. Incomplete CoW variants appeared to be possible 
risk factors for developing IA, as two CoW variants were significantly associated with 
increased odds of IA presence.  
Despite being a structure that has been studied for centuries, the knowledge about CoW 
variants and anatomy are still lacking, in particular whether and how the anatomy changes 
through one’s lifetime or not. The relatively modern invention of in vivo imaging should 
change this by enabling testing of the multiple ways the CoW may or may not, directly or 
indirectly, affect the brain’s health. The way the CoW variants observed in living individuals 
tend to be incomplete in more or less likely patterns should help simplify this work, since 
different incomplete CoW variants can share certain functional properties between 
themselves. With this in mind, it remains to see whether incomplete CoW variants are either 
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Abstract
The main arteries that supply blood to the brain originate from the Circle of Willis (CoW).
The CoW exhibits considerable anatomical variations which may have clinical importance,
but the variability is insufficiently characterised in the general population. We assessed the
anatomical variability of CoW variants in a community-dwelling sample (N = 1,864, 874
men, mean age = 65.4, range 40–87 years), and independent and conditional frequencies
of the CoW’s artery segments. CoW segments were classified as present or missing/hypo-
plastic (w/1mm diameter threshold) on 3T time-of-flight magnetic resonance angiography
images. We also examined whether age and sex were associated with CoW variants. We
identified 47 unique CoW variants, of which five variants constituted 68.5% of the sample.
The complete variant was found in 11.9% of the subjects, and the most common variant
(27.8%) was missing both posterior communicating arteries. Conditional frequencies
showed patterns of interdependence across most missing segments in the CoW. CoW vari-
ants were associated with mean-split age (P = .0147), and there was a trend showing more
missing segments with increasing age. We found no association with sex (P = .0526). Our
population study demonstrated age as associated with CoW variants, suggesting reduced
collateral capacity with older age.
Introduction
The primary blood supply to the brain originates from the left and right internal carotid arter-
ies and the basilar artery. These arteries anastomose to form the Circle of Willis (CoW) at the
base of the brain (S1 Fig in S1 File). The circular arrangement of the arteries enables the redis-
tribution of blood flow when arteries in or upstream of the CoW experience reduced flow.
This collateral ability of the CoW provides redundancy in the blood supply to the brain.
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Segments in the CoW are commonly missing or hypoplastic rendering the CoW incomplete,
thereby reducing the collateral capacity of the CoW and increasing the brain’s vulnerability to
changes in the blood flow [1–3].
The CoW anatomy is clinically relevant as incomplete CoW variants are associated with an
increased risk of cerebrovascular disease. Studies on patient samples find that incomplete
CoW variants are associated with stroke [4, 5], aneurisms [6, 7] and white matter hyperintensi-
ties [8–11]. The CoW variants are also important in certain surgical procedures [12, 13]. It is
not clear if incomplete variants pose a similar risk in the general population.
Greatly varying prevalence estimates limit our understanding of the anatomical variability
in the CoW. For example, the estimated prevalence of the complete variant range from 12.2%
[3] to 45.0% [14]. Differences in sample characteristic [1, 12, 15, 16], sample size [17], and
measuring techniques [1, 15] are sources of variability. Additionally, many CoW classification
schemes cannot be compared fully, complicating the comparison between studies [1, 11, 18–
20]. Common classification schemes include using one or more diameter thresholds for arter-
ies [5, 12, 18, 19, 21, 22], comparing diameters of arteries relative to other arteries’ diameter [3,
6, 23], or a mix of both [1, 8, 15, 24]. Other schemes split the CoW classification into anterior
and posterior circulation [1, 5], or omit distinguishing between left and right sided variants [2,
3, 20]. One study did not report its classification scheme [2].
The primary goal of this study was to report population-based estimates of the prevalence
of CoW variants based on 3T MR angiography images using a classification scheme adapted
for more detailed quantitative analyses. We also examined if CoW variants were associated
with age and sex, and we reported the frequency of individual missing arteries in the CoW and
similarly their conditional frequencies, independently of CoW variants.
Materials and methods
The Tromsø Study
The Tromsø Study is a population-based cohort study recruiting from the Tromsø municipal-
ity in Norway. This study has been performed every six to seven years since 1974 and the sev-
enth survey (Tromsø 7) was performed in 2015–2016. Tromsø 7 consisted of two visits. All
inhabitants above age 40 were invited to the 1st visit, and 20,183 subjects participated (65%
participation rate). A subset of participants in the first part of the Tromsø 7 Study were invited
to a 2nd visit, where 8,346 subjects participated. Of these, 2,973 were invited to partake in a
cross-sectional magnetic resonance (MR) study. Of the invited, 525 declined, 396 did not
respond, 169 had conditions prohibiting MR examinations, and five had moved or were dead.
Furthermore, for 14 cases we were unable to find at least one of three baseline MRI series, con-
sequently yielding 1,864 subjects with time-of-flight (TOF) angiography series, T1-weighted
series, and T2-weighted fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) series (Fig 1). The study
was approved by the Regional Committee of Medical and Health Research Ethics Northern
Norway (2014/1665/REK-Nord) and carried out in accordance with relevant guidelines and
regulations at UiT The Arctic University of Norway. All participants gave written informed
consent before participating in the study.
MRI protocol
Participants were scanned at the University Hospital North Norway in a 3T Siemens Skyra
MR scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). A 64-channel head coil was used in
most examinations, but in 39 examinations, a slightly larger 20-channel head coil had to be
used. The MRI protocol consisted of a 3D T1-weighted series, a 3D T2-weighted FLAIR series,
a susceptibility weighted series and a TOF angiography series, with a total scan time of 22
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minutes. Only the TOF images were used in this study. These were acquired with a 3D trans-
versal fast low angle shot sequence with flow compensation (TR/TE = 21/3.43 ms, parallel
imaging acceleration factor 3, FOV 200 × 181 mm, slice thickness 0.5 mm, 7 slabs with 40 slices
each). Reconstructed image resolution was 0.3 × 0.3 × 0.5 mm. The slice prescription was auto-
matically aligned to a standardized brain atlas ensuring consistency across examinations [25].
Classification of CoW variants
TOF images were evaluated by LBH, using a program created in MeVisLab (v3.0.1). The pro-
gram displays the TOF images both as a 3D rendering or a maximum intensity projection
(MIP), and in 2D with a lumen diameter measurement tool. For rating an artery as present,
the following criteria were used: (1) visible along its entire segment on the 3D rendering, (2)
have a diameter larger than 1 mm, (3) connected to other arteries as in the complete textbook
CoW. It is difficult to reliably identify smaller than 1 mm on TOF MRI due to the image reso-
lution and possibly low flow rates in small arteries. Due to these limitations, we followed the
convention as in most studies of the CoW [1, 5, 12, 18, 19, 21, 22] and did not differentiate
between missing and hypoplastic segments. We emphasize, however, that when we refer to
missing segments of the CoW we mean “missing or hypoplastic”. The classification criteria are
illustrated in Fig 2 with different degrees of hypoplastic/missing arteries. Compare it to S1 Fig
in S1 File for a complete “textbook-type” CoW.
Fig 1. Flow chart of the selection of subjects from the seventh Tromsø Study to the current study. MR = Magnetic
resonance, MRI = Magnetic resonance imaging, TOF = Time-of-flight angiography series, T1 = T1-weighted series,
FLAIR = T2-weighted fluid-attenuated inversion recovery series.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0241373.g001
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Fig 2. 3D volume rendering of a time-of-flight image depicting three classification cases within our classification scheme. Green arrow: The right
anterior cerebral artery is present. Yellow arrow: The left posterior cerebral artery is hypoplastic or missing, and just below 1mm in diameter. Red arrow:
The right posterior cerebral artery is clearly missing. The configuration itself is of bilateral missing posterior cerebral artery (2P) type. Image follows
neurological convention, where left is left and right is right. An orientation cube in the lower right corner show orientation, and its P denotes posterior.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0241373.g002
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The CoW consists of seven arteries, all of which were considered in our variants. First, the
left and right proximal anterior cerebral artery (ACA), the anterior communicating artery
(ACoA), the left and right posterior communicating artery (PCoA), and the left and right
proximal posterior cerebral artery (PCA). We also considered the three largest in-flow arteries,
both the left and right internal carotid artery (ICA) and the basilar artery (BA), and the left
and right middle cerebral artery (MCA) in relation to the variants, because they, although
rarely, can be missing and are important for interpreting the collateral flow in a CoW. The dis-
tal ACA and distal PCA segments were not considered since they are almost always present
and can receive collateral flow through ACoA, and PCoA or PCA, respectively. A textbook
CoW is visualised in S1 Fig in S1 File. There were some rare variants that did not fit into the
regular classification of the CoW, such as the persistent primitive trigeminal artery, described
in Dimmick et al. [26], which was ignored. Arterial segments that did not connect to their
expected locations were classified according to the third criterion. For instance, variations in
the ACoA, of which there are many of [3], were all regarded as a single ACoA. Furthermore, a
posterior CoW variant named unilateral dual PCA (S2 Fig in S1 File) was categorized as miss-
ing a PCoA using the third criterion, because of the missing connection between the PCoA
and its ipsilateral PCA. This simplification via the third criterion does not compromise the
descriptions of the collateral flow ability within each CoW variant.
We labelled the CoW variants using a nomenclature similar to previous studies [1, 6],
where each variant’s name signified the missing segments. For brevity, ACA were denoted by
“A”, ACoA by “Ac”, PCA by “P”, PCoA by “Pc”, ICA by “I”, MCA by “M”, and BA by “B”.
Alternatively, when no artery segment was missing a complete CoW was denoted by “O”. To
specify whether a missing segment was in the left or right hemisphere, an “l” or “r” suffix is
used. If the same segment was missing on both sides the number “2” was instead used as a pre-
fix, e.g. “2Pc” for the variant where both PCoA are missing. This scheme ensured unique
names for all CoW variants. See Fig 3 for illustrations of variants with their corresponding
label.
A random sample (N = 100) was blinded and reclassified by the same rater (LBH), and also
another rater (TRV) blinded to the original classification, in order to measure intra- and inter
rater accuracy.
Comparison with other studies
To contextualise our CoW variant frequencies, we wanted to compare with other studies.
Unfortunately, to our knowledge, there is only one other CoW TOF MR study with a similar
sample size compared to ours. The study is in 2246 healthy Chinese men [3], and we were able
to perform comparisons with their study with only minor adaptations of the classification of
the CoW variants. Main changes included removing left and right lateralization in our CoW
variants, and translating their CoW variants to our nomenclature. Further information about
the comparison is found in the S1 and S2 Files.
Statistical analysis
We split the CoW data at mean age of participants, grouping subjects into a “younger” and
“older” group (Table 1). We also grouped the subjects into age per decade (5 categories, 40
years to 90 years). Formulas used to calculate all frequencies for every CoW segment and vari-
ant are described in the S1 File. CoW variants observed less than ten times were grouped into
a single composite category of rare variants (S1 Table in S1 File). This composite category was
created to include all subjects when testing without having too few observations in the array
elements (see S1 File for details). The Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test was used to test whether
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Fig 3. Complete graphical overview of all Circle of Willis variants observed in the current study. All variants are sorted first by (descending) frequency and
then, in case of equal frequencies, by alphanumerical ordering. Each variant’s name is put together by the missing segments with the following notation:
O = Complete variant (no missing arteries), Ac = Anterior communicating artery, A = Anterior cerebral artery, Pc = Posterior communicating artery,
P = Posterior cerebral artery, I = Internal carotid artery, M = Middle cerebral artery, B = Basilar artery, while the suffixes “r” and “l” denote right and left
lateralization of arteries. The prefix “2” denotes bilateral missing arteries.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0241373.g003
Table 1. Age distributions per sex of subjects.
Men n = 874: Women n = 990:
Mean split age
Above mean age� 503 (57.6) 513 (51.8)
Below mean age� 371 (42.4) 477 (48.2)
Age by decade
40–49 84 (9.6) 123 (12.4)
50–59 135 (15.4) 177 (17.9)
60–69 313 (35.8) 353 (35.6)
70–79 273 (31.2) 264 (26.7)
80–89 69 (7.8) 73 (7.4)
(�) = Average age is 65.4 years.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0241373.t001
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CoW variant frequencies were associated with sex, and age. This test allows for testing condi-
tional independence between two factors while controlling for a third factor. As such, we used
the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test to test for conditional independence between CoW variants
and sex while controlling for the dichotomic age variable, and to test for conditional indepen-
dence between CoW variants and dichotomic age while controlling for sex. Both of these tests
had array dimensions 23 × 2 × 2. The effect of age was further examined by plotting the distri-
bution of CoW variants for each decade. To assess whether sex might affect this plot, a 5 × 2
Chi-squared test between age per decade and sex was performed to assess independence
(Table 1). We considered a Bonferroni corrected P < 0.05 as significant (nominal P < 0.0167).
At last, the accuracy metric was used to assess the intra- and inter rater validation. All compu-




The mean age for all participants was 65.4 years (SD = 10.6). There were 874 men (47%), mean
age 66.1 years (SD = 10.4, range = 40–86 years), and 990 women (53%), mean age 64.7 years
(SD = 10.7, range = 41–87 years). Distributions of both mean-split age and decade age group-
ings with respect to sex are shown in Table 1, and distribution of age for men and women are
shown in S3 Fig in S1 File.
Frequencies of CoW variants
We found 47 unique variants of the CoW (Fig 3). Of these, 22 made up 96.8% of the sample
(Table 2), while the remaining 25 variants had less than ten observations each and constituted
in total only 3.2% of the sample (S1 Table in S1 File). The most common variants were, 2Pc
(27.8%), with both PCoA segments missing, Pcl (12.2%), with the left PCoA segment missing,
the complete O variant (11.9%), Ac2Pc (9.3%), with the ACoA and both PCoA missing, and
Pcr (7.3%) with the right PCoA missing. These five most common CoW variants constituted
68.5% of the total sample. These findings suggest that only about 12% of the adult population
have a complete CoW, while the remaining 88% have one or more missing segments, thus
reducing their collateral capacity.
Comparison of adapted CoW estimates with a previous study
After adapting the CoW estimates, we were able to compare 18 of our resulting prevalence esti-
mates to the well-powered Chinese study [3] (S1 and S2 Files). This comparison showed excel-
lent agreement; with mean and median percent point differences of 1.6 and 0.8 respectively
(range 0.1–10.6 percent points). The difference between the complete variant estimates was
only 0.3 percent points. Most of the total 28.4 percent point difference could be attributed to
variants missing PCoA or PCA. In the end, we compared 99.2% of our sample with 100% of
the other study, resulting in only an additional 0.8 percent point bias. In sum, the comparison
showed near-perfect agreement for nearly all CoW variants.
Frequencies of missing segments independent of CoW variant
The frequencies of missing CoW segments in the whole sample are shown in Fig 4. The left
and right PCoA were most frequently missing (60.6% and 53.6%), followed by the ACoA
(22.7%). There was a notable right-left asymmetry in the frequencies of missing ACA and
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PCoA, but not for PCA. The right-to-left ratio for ACAs (4.3%/1.8%) was large, considering
how infrequent the ACAs were missing.
Pairwise conditional frequencies of missing segments
The heatmap of conditional frequencies (Fig 5) shows the conditional probabilities between
CoW segments that were commonly missing, i.e. PCoA, PCA, ACA and ACoA (Fig 4).
Although the conditional frequencies ultimately reflect the observed variant frequencies, the
heatmap representation reveals several interesting patterns. First, ACoA was seldom missing if
the left or right ACA was missing. Second, each ACA, PCoA and PCA segment pairs had
approximately equal probability of being missing if the ACoA was missing. Third, if ACA was
missing on one side, it was much more likely that the PCA was missing on the same side than
on the opposite side, suggesting an ipsilateral pattern. Fourth, a contralateral pattern existed
between ACA and PCoA, i.e., if the ACA was missing on one side, it was more likely that the
PCoA was missing on the other side. Lastly, similar contralateral patterns were also seen
between PCA and PCoA, within the PCoA pair, and within the PCA pair.
Table 2. Frequencies of common Circle of Willis variants for the whole sample, and their frequencies for men and women, and for being below and above mean age
[number of cases (percentage of column total)].
Variant: Total n = 1,864: Men n = 874: Women n = 990: Below mean age n = 848: Above mean age n = 1,016:
2Pc 518 (27.8) 266 (30.4) 252 (25.5) 222 (26.2) 296 (29.1)
Pcl 227 (12.2) 95 (10.9) 132 (13.3) 116 (13.7) 111 (10.9)
O 221 (11.9) 88 (10.1) 133 (13.4) 123 (14.5) 98 (9.6)
Ac2Pc 173 (9.3) 72 (8.2) 101 (10.2) 73 (8.6) 100 (9.8)
Pcr 137 (7.3) 69 (7.9) 68 (6.9) 71 (8.4) 66 (6.5)
AcPcl 63 (3.4) 33 (3.8) 30 (3.0) 31 (3.7) 32 (3.1)
PcrPl 58 (3.1) 26 (3.0) 32 (3.2) 29 (3.4) 29 (2.9)
PclPr 57 (3.1) 35 (4.0) 22 (2.2) 25 (2.9) 32 (3.1)
Ac 49 (2.6) 19 (2.2) 30 (3.0) 26 (3.1) 23 (2.3)
AcPcr 46 (2.5) 18 (2.1) 28 (2.8) 20 (2.4) 26 (2.6)
Pl 43 (2.3) 16 (1.8) 27 (2.7) 13 (1.5) 30 (3.0)
Pr 41 (2.2) 22 (2.5) 19 (1.9) 17 (2.0) 24 (2.4)
AcPclPr 23 (1.2) 11 (1.3) 12 (1.2) 9 (1.1) 14 (1.4)
2P 21 (1.1) 11 (1.3) 10 (1.0) 9 (1.1) 12 (1.2)
ArPclPr 21 (1.1) 9 (1.0) 12 (1.2) 7 (0.8) 14 (1.4)
AcPl 19 (1.0) 10 (1.1) 9 (0.9) 8 (0.9) 11 (1.1)
Ar2Pc 19 (1.0) 10 (1.1) 9 (0.9) 9 (1.1) 10 (1.0)
AcPr 17 (0.9) 6 (0.7) 11 (1.1) 9 (1.1) 8 (0.8)
AcPcrPl 16 (0.9) 8 (0.9) 8 (0.8) 3 (0.4) 13 (1.3)
Ac2P 14 (0.8) 7 (0.8) 7 (0.7) 3 (0.4) 11 (1.1)
ArPcl 11 (0.6) 2 (0.2) 9 (0.9) 4 (0.5) 7 (0.7)
Al2Pc 10 (0.5) 4 (0.5) 6 (0.6) 3 (0.4) 7 (0.7)
Rare/Other 60 (3.2) 37 (4.2) 23 (2.3) 18 (2.1) 42 (4.1)
Each variant is put together by the missing segments with the following notation: 2P: Missing bilateral posterior cerebral artery. 2Pc: Missing bilateral posterior
communicating artery. Ac: Missing anterior communicating artery. Pc: Missing posterior communicating artery. P: Missing proximal posterior cerebral artery. A:
Missing proximal anterior cerebral artery. Left and right lateralization are denoted by using “l” or “r” respectively as a suffix for eligible segments. Special cases exempt
from the preceding are: O: Complete variant, i.e. no missing segments. Rare/Other: Composite category of other rare variants with missing segment(s).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0241373.t002
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Tests of conditional independence between CoW variant frequencies and
sex, and age, while controlling for the other
The Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test of conditional independence between sex and CoW vari-
ant frequencies while controlling for age (Table 2), resulted in M2(22, N = 1,864) = 33.702 with
unadjusted P = .0526. This result imply that sex is not significantly associated with the fre-
quency of CoW variants when corrected for mean split age.
The second Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test (Table 2) tested whether CoW variant frequen-
cies were conditionally independent of being above or below sample mean age while control-
ling for sex. This test returned M2(22, N = 1,864) = 38.849 with unadjusted P = .0147,
demonstrating that the mean-split age group was associated with the distribution of CoW vari-
ants, when corrected for sex.
CoW variant frequencies per decade
Fig 6 shows CoW variant frequencies per decade. From this figure, we observed that for each
increasing decade the CoW variants that were missing a single artery (Ac, Pcl and Pcr) and the
complete variant became less common. We also observed that the composite category of rare
CoW variants became more common in later decades. These observations suggest that it is
more common in older age to have more missing segments in the CoW.
Fig 4. Frequency that each artery is missing independently of Circle of Willis variants and other arteries. Nominators and denominators are in
corresponding parentheses, and represent respectively the number of times an artery is missing and the total number of subjects. ACA: Anterior cerebral
artery. ACoA: Anterior communicating artery. PCoA: Posterior communicating artery. PCA: Posterior cerebral artery. ICA: Internal carotid artery. MCA:
Middle cerebral Artery. BA: Basilar artery. Hemispheric left and right lateralization are denoted by “L” and “R” respectively.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0241373.g004
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Test of independence between sex and decade age groups
The 5 × 2 Chi-squared test was carried out (Table 1) to test for independence between the sex
and age as decades group in Fig 6. This test yielded X2(4, N = 1,864) = 8.482 with unadjusted
P = .075, implying homogeneous distribution of men and women across the five decades.
Thus, due to the homogeneity result, Fig 6 is statistically appropriate to interpret equally for
both sexes.
Intra- and inter rater validation
The intra rater validation yielded an accuracy score of 79% (conflicting classification in 21 of
100 cases). Closer inspection showed that only a single artery was mismatched for all 21 variant
mismatches (S4 Fig in S1 File). The ACoA was prone to ambiguity with a total of 12 mis-
matches. ACA and PCA were misclassified as present instead of missing in four and three
cases, respectively.
The inter rater validation yielded an accuracy score of 82% (conflicting classification in 18
of 100 cases). Compared to the intra rater validation, the inter rater validation had higher accu-
racy score, but had on the contrary more severe misclassifications. In other words, the mis-
matches were not only single artery mismatches. See S5 Fig in S1 File for details on the inter
rater validation.
Fig 5. Heatmap of conditional probabilities that Y-artery is missing given that X-artery was missing. Numerators and denominators of conditional probability
estimates are provided in the brackets, and represent respectively the number of times two segments are missing at the same time (joint probability) and per column
the number of times the artery X is missing (independent probability). The common denominator of the joint probabilities and independent probabilities have
cancelled. ACA: Anterior cerebral artery. ACoA: Anterior communicating artery. PCoA: Posterior communicating artery. PCA: Posterior cerebral artery. Left and
right lateralization are denoted by “L” and “R” respectively. Each successive heatmap interval increases in size with 0.05.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0241373.g005
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Discussion
This is, to our knowledge, the largest population-based study on the anatomical variation of
the CoW, that included both men and women. The large sample size and recruitment of par-
ticipants from the general population provide prevalence estimates of the anatomical variation
in the CoW according to our classification scheme for people between 40 to 90 years of age.
Main findings were that only 11.9% had a complete textbook CoW variant, while the remain-
ing 88.1% had one or more missing segments in the CoW. In total, we found 47 variants of the
CoW, but only five of these variants were very common (i.e. present in > 5%). Further notable
findings were that CoW frequencies were associated with age, but not with sex, and that there
were patterns of interdependent missing segment patterns across CoW variants.
The agreement in prevalence estimates between our study and a comparable well-powered
study [3] has several possible implications. First, the similarities between a male Chinese popu-
lation and a Norwegian population suggest that variations in the CoW are similar across popu-
lations. A notion consistent with a study on twins finding no genetic effect on the variability of
the CoW [14]. Second, it supports our finding that sex is not associated with the anatomical
variability in the CoW, since the study by Qiu et al. [3] only included men, while our study
included both women and men in an approximately equal proportion. Third, since most pre-
vious studies have relied on sample sizes of up to a few hundred participants, it is likely, con-
sidering the agreement between two studies with a sample size of about 2000, that the
Fig 6. Stacked bar plot of the frequencies of the most common Circle of Willis variants divided into age intervals as decades. Each variant is put
together by the missing segments with the following notation: 2P: Missing bilateral posterior cerebral artery. 2Pc: Missing bilateral posterior
communicating artery. Ac: Missing anterior communicating artery. Pc: Missing posterior communicating artery. P: Missing proximal posterior
cerebral artery. A: Missing proximal anterior cerebral artery. Left and right lateralization are denoted by using “l” or “r” respectively as a suffix for
eligible segments. Special cases exempt from the preceding are: O: Complete variant, i.e. no missing segments. Rare/Other: Composite category of other
rare variants with one or more missing segments.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0241373.g006
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disagreement between prevalence estimates in previous studies stems from too small study
samples.
We found that CoW frequencies were associated with age, which has been observed in
other studies [1, 22, 28]. These studies found, similarly to our study, that the number of miss-
ing arteries increased with age. Although the underlying cause of the increase in missing seg-
ments with age is not clear, atherosclerosis has been suggested as a possible cause [22], since
plaque in an arterial segment might reduce the flow so that the segment is not detected on
flow-sensitive TOF MRI. The reduction in cerebral blood flow with age [29] possibly in con-
junction to the increase in tortuosity of blood vessels with age [30] could also alter the flow pat-
tern in the CoW such that there is no, or very little flow in some segments, which would also
appear as missing segments in the CoW. It is therefore not impossible that the increased rate
of missing segments with age is caused by atherosclerosis or other factors affecting the blood
flow in the CoW.
We did not find an association between sex and the frequencies of CoW variants. Previous
studies have reported conflicting findings regarding the effect of sex; some find that the com-
plete variant is more prevalent in women [1, 28], that specific variations are more common in
men or women [6], or that there is no association [22]. Differences in methods, sample sizes
and statistics, make it difficult to compare our results to the previous findings. However, the
large sample size and correction for a possible age bias in our analysis, suggest that the effect of
sex on the anatomy of the CoW is not substantial.
Study limitations were as follows. First, the TOF MR technique is sensitive to blood flow,
i.e. it is necessary for blood to flow with a sufficient speed to be visible on the TOF images. As
such we are only visualising blood flow, not arteries, and some of the missing CoW vessels
might well be present, but not visible on the TOF images. This is supported by the higher fre-
quency of the complete CoW variant in dissection studies [31, 32], but it is worth noting that
dissection studies also show that some sections in the CoW can be completely absent as well
[31]. Second, we did not differentiate between missing and hypoplastic segments. Although
this is done in most CoW studies [1, 5, 12, 18, 19, 21, 22], our prevalences do not reflect all the
nuances in the CoW. There is also a functional distinction between missing and hypoplastic
segments as hypoplastic segment may provide some collateral flow, which is overlooked with
our classification. Third, as seen from the intra- and inter rater validation there were some
misclassifications in ambiguous cases of certain arteries. In particular, the ACoA was associ-
ated with higher rate of misclassification than other arteries. Some cases of ACA, PCoA and
PCA were also mismatched, but not of the same magnitude as ACoA. As such, estimates
including ACoA should be considered less accurate. Last, because of the large number of vari-
ants found, the precision of frequencies for a given variant should be judged relatively to its
number of observations. On the other hand, our study strengths were as follows: (1) a large
sample size, (2) a rigorous and reproducible classification scheme, and (3) intra- and inter
rater validation indicating similar classification robustness across each rater.
In conclusion, in a large population sample, 47 anatomical variants of the CoW were found,
but only 5 variants were commonly encountered. The complete CoW variant was the third
most frequent variant present in 11.9% of the sample. Mean-split age was significantly associ-
ated with CoW variant frequencies, which could be partially explained by the increased num-
ber of hypoplastic or missing arteries with increasing age. We also found interdependent
hypoplastic or missing segment patterns between the ACAs, ACoA, PCoAs, and the PCAs,
highlighting the importance of also including the whole CoW during assessment to retain
information about the CoW variants’ collateral ability. Our variant frequencies agreed well
with another large-scale MRI study in Chinese men suggesting the possibility of similar CoW
variant frequencies across different populations, and that large variability in CoW variant
PLOS ONE Variations in the Circle of Willis
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frequency in the literature possibly stems from using too small samples. The observed increas-
ing number of hypoplastic or missing segments with age suggests that the collateral ability of
the CoW may become an increasingly important risk factor for brain health with older age.
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A B S T R A C T   
Objective: The Circle of Willis (CoW) is often underdeveloped or incomplete, leading to suboptimal blood supply 
to the brain. As hypoperfusion is thought to play a role in the aetiology of white matter hyperintensities (WMH), 
the objective of this study was to assess whether incomplete CoW variants were associated with increased WMH 
volumes compared to the complete CoW. 
Methods: In a cross-sectional population sample of 1751 people (age 40–84 years, 46.4% men), we used an 
automated method to segment WMH using T1-weighted and T2-weighted fluid-attenuated inversion recovery 
image obtained at 3T. CoW variants were classified from time-of-flight scans, also at 3T. WMH risk factors, 
including age, sex, smoking and blood pressure, were obtained from questionnaires and clinical examinations. 
We used linear regression to examine whether people with incomplete CoW variants had greater volumes of deep 
WMH (DWMH) and periventricular WMH (PWMH) compared to people with the complete CoW, correcting for 
WMH risk factors. 
Results: Participants with incomplete CoW variants did not have significantly higher DWMH or PWMH volumes 
than those with complete CoW when accounting for risk factors. Age, pack-years smoking, and systolic blood 
pressure were risk factors for increased DWMH and PWMH volume. Diabetes was a unique risk factor for 
increased PWMH volume. 
Conclusion: Incomplete CoW variants do not appear to be risk factors for WMH in the general population.   
1. Introduction 
White matter hyperintensities (WMH) are seen as a marker of cere-
bral small vessel disease [51]. They are common in older adults, and 
their prevalence rapidly increases with age [5]. WMH have been asso-
ciated with cognitive decline and dementia [6], and impaired motor 
function [15]. Risk factors of cerebrovascular disease have also been 
associated with WMH, including hypertension [10,46,47], type 1 and 2 
diabetes [20,25], body mass index (BMI) [25], and smoking [16,20,47]. 
Although the aetiology of WMH is not fully understood [51], hypo-
perfusion may play a role as histology shows signs of hypoxia in WMH 
[12] and WMH commonly occur in watershed regions in cerebral white 
matter. 
The Circle of Willis (CoW), located at the base of the brain, is an 
anastomosis of the carotid arteries and the basilar artery. Its circular 
structure enables redistribution of the cerebral blood flow in case of 
reduced upstream flow, subsequently providing redundancy to the 
brain’s blood supply. However, it is very common that at least one of the 
Abbreviations: CoW, Circle of Willis; WMH, white matter hyperintensities; DWMH, deep white matter hyperintensities; PWMH, periventricular white matter 
hyperintensities; MPRAGE, magnetisation prepared rapid acquisition gradient-echo; GRAPPA, Generalized Autocalibrating Partially Parallel Acquisition; FLASH, fast 
low angle shot; TOF, time-of-flight; FLAIR, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery; T1w, T1-weighted; SVD, small vessel disease; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; 
ANTs, Advanced Normalization Tools. 
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segments in the CoW are hypoplastic or missing. A recent dissection 
study found that only 7% of adults have a complete CoW [52], sug-
gesting that the CoW does not inherently have a critical influence on 
human survival. A non-patent CoW may, however, cause suboptimal 
blood supply to some brain regions due to diminished collateral ca-
pacity, particularly in combination with atherosclerosis or other arterial 
occlusions. 
Indeed, previous studies have found an association between incom-
plete CoW variants and increased WMH burden. In a convenience 
sample of 163 patients, it was found that patients with incomplete 
variants had a significantly higher Fazekas score compared to those with 
a complete CoW [37]. In patients with carotid artery stenosis, incom-
plete CoW variants were associated with greater WMH volume and 
number of WMH lesions [38,39], increased WMH rating [4], and 
increased deep WMH (DWMH) and periventricular WMH (PWMH) rat-
ings [54]. However, the results are not unison, as some studies fail to 
find a link between more WMH and decreased completeness of the CoW, 
both in patients with carotid stenosis [29,45] and in the general popu-
lation [7]. Interestingly, atherosclerosis patients with an incomplete 
CoW also have more carotid intraplaque haemorrhage than those with a 
complete CoW [56]. As carotid intraplaque haemorrhage accelerate 
plaque progression [42] this may pose an additional risk for WMH in 
people with incomplete CoW, and indeed carotid intraplaque haemor-
rhage has been associated with increased WMH volume [1]. Despite 
diverging results from prior studies, there is evidence suggesting that an 
incomplete CoW may be a risk factor for WMH possibly via impaired 
autoregulation of cerebral blood flow [19] which has been shown to be 
associated with WMH [33]. Furthermore, PWMH is more strongly 
associated with cerebral blood flow [43], blood pressure [17] and 
vasculature in general [2] than DWMH. Therefore, PWMH may be more 
sensitive to variations in the CoW than DWMH, and this may in part 
explain possible diverging findings relating to WMH and anatomical 
variants of the CoW. Since WMH and also incomplete CoW variants 
[11,21,55] are more prevalent among older people, it is of interest to 
examine whether incomplete CoW variants pose a risk of WMH in the 
general population. 
In this study, we therefore assessed whether incomplete CoW vari-
ants might be risk factors for increased WMH burden in a large 
population-based sample of middle-aged and older people. We grouped 
the incomplete CoW variants according to the segments of the CoW that 
were missing, similar to Saba et al. [39], as opposed to broad categories 
(e.g. incomplete/complete CoW), since this would increase the sensi-
tivity of detecting specific CoW variants strongly associated with WMH. 
We used linear regression models to compare DWMH and PWMH vol-
umes of each incomplete CoW variant to the complete variant while 
correcting for cerebrovascular risk factors. 
2. Methods 
The study was approved by the Regional Committee of Medical and 
Health Research Ethics Northern Norway (2014/1665/REK-Nord) and 
carried out in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations at 
UiT The Arctic University of Norway. All participants gave written 
informed consent before participating in the study. 
2.1. Study population 
Eligible for the study were 1864 participants (40–84 years) of the 
seventh wave of the population-based Tromsø Study [30] who under-
went time-of-flight (TOF) MRI scanning of the brain and had complete 
imaging data [21]. We excluded participants with image artefacts or 
brain pathology that could lead to unreliable WMH volume estimates, 
and participants with rare CoW variants (less than ten observations) as 
parameter estimates would be unreliable. 
2.2. MRI protocol 
Participants were scanned at the University Hospital North Norway 
with the same 3T Siemens Skyra MR scanner (Siemens Healthcare, 
Erlangen, Germany). We used a 64-channel head coil in the majority of 
examinations, but in 38 examinations a slightly larger 20-channel head 
coil had to be used to accommodate the participants’ head. The MRI 
protocol consisted of T1-weighted (T1w), T2-weighted fluid-attenuated 
inversion recovery (FLAIR), TOF angiography and susceptibility- 
weighted sequences. 
T1w images were acquired with a 3D magnetisation prepared rapid 
acquisition gradient-echo (MPRAGE) sequence (flip angle = 9◦, TR/TE/ 
TI = 2300 ms/4.21 ms/996 ms). The T2-weighted FLAIR images were 
acquired with a 3D turbo spin-echo sequence with variable flip angle 
(TR/TE/TI = 5000 ms/388 ms/1800 ms, partial Fourier = 7/8). The 
T1w and FLAIR scans were acquired sagittally with 1 mm isotropic 
resolution, Generalized Autocalibrating Partially Parallel Acquisition 
(GRAPPA) parallel imaging acceleration factor 2, FOV = 256 mm, 176 
slices, 1 mm slice thickness, and 256 × 256 image matrix. The T1w and 
FLAIR were used to measure the WMH volume. TOF angiography images 
were acquired with a 3D transversal fast low angle shot (FLASH) 
sequence with flow compensation (TR/TE = 21/3.43 ms, GRAPPA 
parallel imaging acceleration factor 3, FOV 200 × 181 mm, slice 
thickness 0.5 mm, 7 slabs with 40 slices each). Reconstructed image 
resolution was 0.3 × 0.3 × 0.5 mm. 
2.3. Defining Circle of Willis segments and mirrored variants 
The CoW consists of the left and right proximal anterior cerebral 
artery (A), the anterior communicating artery (Ac), the left and right 
posterior communicating artery (Pc), and the left and right proximal 
posterior cerebral artery (P). In figures and tables, we refer to the 
complete CoW variant as “O”, while the incomplete variants are denoted 
by their missing segments. We also did not differentiate between left- 
right mirrored CoW variants in order to reduce the number of tested 
variants. Including the complete variant, we then had in total 17 unique 
CoW variants to be included in statistical testing (Fig. 1). The classifi-
cation of anatomical variants in the CoW was done in a previous study, 
in which segments not visible or with a diameter less than 1 mm were 
classified as missing/hypoplastic [21]. The previous study identified 47 
unique CoW variants [21], but due to exclusion of some participants and 
merging of left-right symmetrical CoW variants, we ended up with 17 
variants. Specifically, we first excluded participants with no WMH 
measurement such that 45 unique CoW variants remained. Then, due to 
merging of 30 left-right mirrored CoW variants 30 unique CoW variants 
remained. At last, due to removing CoW variants having less than ten 
observations the 17 unique CoW variants remained. 
2.4. WMH segmentation 
We segmented WMH using a fully convolutional neural network al-
gorithm [28] using the T1w and FLAIR images as input. The algorithm 
used 2D convolution in a U-NET architecture with different data path-
ways to evaluate images slice by slice. Despite not using 3D convolution, 
this algorithm was the best performer in the WMH Segmentation Chal-
lenge at MICCAI 2017 [27] and was trained on images from five 
different scanners. The algorithm should therefore be more robust for 
use on images from a different scanner, compared to an algorithm that is 
trained on images from only one scanner. 
The T1w and FLAIR images were first co-registered, and then rigid 
body aligned to the MNI (i.e. Montreal Neurological Institute) template 
using ANTs (i.e. Advanced Normalization Tools) toolkit (http://stnava. 
github.io/ANTs/, v.2.3.1). The latter was done to ensure consistent 
orientation of the images, which were found to improve the reliability of 
the U-NET algorithm. We ran the U-NET algorithm following Li’s and 
colleagues’ recommendations [28] and with default settings, except that 
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we did not use bias-field correction, as an initial validation showed that 
this degraded the segmentation. After U-NET, the segmentation was 
corrected for misclassifications in grey matter by applying a white 
matter mask derived from the FreeSurfer (v6.0) subcortical 
segmentation of the T1w images [13,14]. 
We validated the WMH segmentation against 30 manually 
segmented images with a wide range of WMH volumes, from almost no 
WMH to severe volumes. A master student in the field of medicine 
Fig. 1. The 17 Circle of Willis variants used in the analyses. “N” and “%” denotes count and percentage of each variant. If asymmetric, each schematic Circle of Willis 
and label contain both left and right variants as shown by the example in the lower right corner. “i” = ipsilateral and “k” = contralateral relationship between two 
subsequent segments. Prefix “2” denotes that both left and right segments are missing. “A” = proximal anterior cerebral artery, “Ac” = anterior communicating 
artery, “Pc” = posterior communicating artery, “P” = proximal posterior cerebral artery, and “O” = complete Circle of Willis. 
Fig. 2. Validation of the WMH segmentation algorithm: Dice score and relative absolute volume difference between ground truth WMH and segmented WMH. The 
blue line shows the overall mean Dice score, while the green and red line show the mean Dice score for segmentations with respective ground truth WMH load over 
and under 2500 voxels. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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manually segmented the WMH with supervision from author TRV. The 
automatic segmentation showed similar performance in terms of the 
similarity coefficient Dice (mean Dice = 0.519 [SD = 0.234]) compared 
to many other available WMH segmentation methods 
[18,23,24,35,41,44]. Note that the Dice score becomes more sensitive to 
errors at small volumes, thereby decreasing the mean Dice score for the 
validation dataset, but for participants with WMH volumes >2.5 ml 
(2500 voxels) the individual Dice scores were almost always greater 
than the overall mean Dice score, averaging close to 0.7, see Fig. 2. 
2.5. Partitioning WMH into deep and periventricular segments 
We partitioned the WMH masks into PWMH and DWMH using a 10 
mm distance from the ventricles. We chose 10 mm as a threshold based 
on a recent study [17] which showed that this threshold gives the most 
comparable results to previous studies and also the best separation be-
tween PWMH and DWMH in terms of the cardiovascular risk factors. 
Masks separating PWMH and DWMH were created by spherically 
dilating ventricle masks from the FreeSurfer segmentation by 10 mm. 
2.6. Demographic and WMH risk variables 
We included ten adjustment variables in our models that have been 
associated with WMH: age [31,47], sex [31,36], BMI [25], education 
[20], smoking [16,20,47] as pack-years, diabetes [20,25], blood glucose 
levels [3], high-sensitive C-reactive protein (CRP) levels [40], systolic 
blood pressure (SBP) [10,46,47], and total cholesterol to high-density 
lipoprotein (HDL) ratio [9]. The independent and dependent variables 
are further characterised in Table 1. Missing values in continuous vari-
ables were imputed by mean or median depending on their distribution, 
and missing values in categorical variables were imputed by rounded 
median. 
2.7. Statistical analysis 
All statistical analyses were done with R (v3.5.2). In the linear 
regression analyses, we used (1) DWMH volume, and (2) PWMH volume 
as dependent variables. Both volume estimates were log-transformed to 
better satisfy normality and homoscedasticity assumptions, and we 
added 1 voxel (1 cubic mm) to all volumes before the log transformation 
to avoid log of zero. For each dependent variable, we fitted a model 
including age, sex, CoW variants, and risk factors; i.e. each model has 
ten risk factors, and 17 factors for each of the incomplete CoW variants 
including the complete CoW used as a common reference. The beta 
coefficients presented for these variables were not adjusted. 
Post-hoc multiple comparisons of means with Dunnett contrasts were 
used to test whether the incomplete CoW variants had higher WMH 
volumes compared to the complete CoW variant (i.e. a one-sided test). 
This was done separately for each model. Each post-hoc comparison 
reports step-down Dunnett adjusted p-values relative to the conven-
tional significance level for one-sided comparisons. The R package 
“multcomp” [22] was used to calculate the post-hoc comparisons with 
adjusted p-values based on the linear regression models. The corre-
sponding confidence intervals constructed to calculate p-values were 
stochastic, making exact replication without a seed unlikely. To avoid an 
unwarranted increase in the probability of committing type 1 errors, at 
the cost of slightly increased risk of type 2 error, we corrected only for 
multiple tests within linear regression models as described, but not be-
tween models. We regarded the conventional p < 0.05 as significant. 
3. Results 
3.1. Study participants 
Of the 1864 participants, 76 were excluded due to atrophy or image 
artefacts that might have led to inaccurate WMH volume estimates, then 
11 were excluded due to failures in the segmentation algorithm, and at 
last 26 were excluded due to having a rare CoW variant (see Fig. 3). For 
the 1751 participants included in our analyses, mean age was 63.5 years 
(SD = 10.6). Men were on average 64.3 years (SD = 10.5), and women 
62.8 years (SD = 10.7). Further sample characteristics of the 1751 
participants are shown in Table 1. 
3.2. Deep WMH model with post-hoc multiple comparisons 
There was no incomplete CoW variant with significantly higher 
DWMH volume compared to the complete CoW variant in the post-hoc 
multiple comparisons. The PcP variants were the only CoW with an 
adjusted p-value under 50% (t = 2.457, adjusted p = 0.093) and its 
unadjusted equivalent two-sided p-level was significant at 0.05 
(Table 2). Altogether this suggests that the PcP variants trended to have 
more DWMH than the complete variant. The R2 for the regression model 
was 0.167, indicating that this model did not explain DWMH well. 
Table 1 
Characteristics of the study participants.  
Variable Unit or 
Factor 
Measurement Missing* Min Max 
Age Year 63.51 (10.63) 0 40.00 84.00 
Sex Female 938 (53.6) 0    
Male 813 (46.4)    
Education Up to 10 
years 




471 (27.5)     
Up to  
4 years at 
university 
340 (19.8)     
More than  
4 years at 
university 
394 (23.0)    
SBP mmHg 133.96 
(20.79) 
6 78.00 220.00 
Hypertension# No 1070 (61.3) 6    
Yes 675 (38.7)    
Cholesterol to 
HDL ratio  





7 0.14 58.98 
Smoke daily Yes, now 222 (12.8) 18    
Yes, 
previously 
839 (48.4)     
Never 672 (38.8)    
Pack years  9.39 (12.87) 71 0.00 90.00 
BMI  27.15 (4.20) 1 13.90 45.90 
Diabetes+ No 1587 (93.6) 55    
Yes 109 (6.4)    
















0 0 74558 
Unless specified, continuous variables are given as mean (standard deviation), 
and categorical variables as count (percentage). Abbreviations: WMH = white 
matter hyperintensities, DWMH = deep white matter hyperintensities, PWMH =
periventricular white matter hyperintensities, CRP = C-reactive protein, SBP =
systolic blood pressure, MMS = mini mental status, BMI = body mass index, 
HDL = high density lipoprotein, CI = credible interval, IQR = interquartile 
range, and SD = standard deviation. * Missing values were imputed before 
analysis. # Hypertension were defined as systolic blood pressure ≥ 140 mmHg 
or diastolic blood pressure ≥ 90 mmHg. + Diabetes category includes both type 
1 and type 2. 
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3.3. Periventricular WMH model with post-hoc multiple comparisons 
For the PWMH model (Table 2), no incomplete CoW variants had 
significantly higher PWMH volume compared to the complete CoW 
variant in the post-hoc multiple comparisons analysis. All adjusted p- 
values were between 0.85 and 1. In terms of the two-sided p-levels, the P 
and A2Pc variants had negative coefficients significant at 0.01 and 0.05, 
respectively, explaining why the one-sided post-hoc analysis was non- 
significant. The R2 for the regression model was 0.458, and also 
considerably higher than for the DWMH model. This indicates that the 
same set of vascular risk factors and incomplete CoW variants in the 
regression models explained PWMH volume better than DWMH volume. 
4. Discussion 
In this population-based study, we examined whether participants 
with incomplete CoW variants had increased WMH volumes compared 
to those with the complete CoW. The main findings were that neither 
PWMH or DWMH volumes were significantly increased in participants 
with incomplete CoW variants relative to participants with a complete 
CoW when correcting for age, gender and WMH risk factors. To our 
knowledge, only one previous study has examined whether there is an 
association between the completeness of the CoW and WMH in the 
general population [7]. This study examined older participants from a 
native South American population, that have a high prevalence of small 
vessel disease (SVD), but failed to find any association between an 
incomplete CoW and increased WMH [7] and markers of SVD in general 
[8]. Our results, together with these findings suggest that anatomical 
variations in the CoW are not substantial risk factors for increased 
DWMH and PWMH volumes in the general population aged 40 years or 
older. 
Our results differ from previous studies that have found an associa-
tion between incomplete CoW variants and increased WMH load. Most 
of these studies are on patients with carotid artery stenosis [4,38,39,54]. 
For this patient group, there is a clear mechanism connecting the CoW 
anatomy and WMH, i.e., the stenosis will render the collateral capacity 
of the CoW important for maintaining sufficient blood flow to the brain. 
The association between the incompleteness of CoW and lower WMH 
load in atherosclerosis patients together with our negative results on 
generally healthy participants suggests that collateral flow in the CoW 
may only be protective against WMH when arteries upstream to the CoW 
are stenotic or occluded. However, it is difficult to firmly conclude that 
an incomplete CoW is a risk factor for WMH even in patients with carotid 
artery stenosis as some studies have failed to find such an association 
[29,45]. 
The inconsistent results on whether a complete CoW may be pro-
tective against WMH may hint of a more complex role of the CoW in the 
Fig. 3. Flow diagram of the sample selection process. “CoW” = Circle of Willis, “WMH” = White matter hyperintensities.  
Table 2 
Regression model coefficients for DWMH and PWMH. p-levels denoted by 
asterisk in the table are from unadjusted two-sided tests in the models included 
for gauging risk of type 1 error, and not results of the one-sided post-hoc 
analysis.   
DWMH PWMH 
Intercept 4.2089 *** 1.5267 *** 
2P 0.2239 0.1304 
2Pc 0.0787 − 0.0072 
A 0.0120 − 0.0038 
A2Pc − 0.2962 − 0.5055 * 
Ac 0.1138 − 0.0132 
Ac2P 0.1511 − 0.0213 
Ac2Pc 0.0629 − 0.0585 
AcP − 0.0431 − 0.1081 
AcPc 0.1591 − 0.0477 
AcPcP − 0.1860 − 0.2458 
AiP − 0.3697 − 0.6014 
AkPc − 0.1531 − 0.3895 
AkPcP − 0.1151 − 0.2869 
P − 0.1346 − 0.3931 ** 
Pc − 0.0078 − 0.0829 
PcP 0.2714 * 0.1120 
Age 0.0301 *** 0.0789 *** 
Sex male − 0.0584 0.0641 
BMI − 0.0040 0.0045 
Education 2 − 0.0942 − 0.0821 
Education 3 − 0.0465 − 0.0396 
Education 4 − 0.0921 − 0.0231 
Cholesterol to HDL ratio 0.0104 − 0.0073 
Pack year 0.0048 ** 0.0057 ** 
CRP 0.0028 0.0191 
SBP 0.0041 *** 0.0041 ** 
Diabetes 0.1973 0.4280 *** 
Glucose 0.0284 0.0196 
R2 0.1671 0.4582 
*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05. 
Abbreviations: WMH = white matter hyperintensities, CRP = C-reactive protein, 
SBP = systolic blood pressure, BMI = body mass index, and HDL = high density 
lipoprotein. 
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cerebrovascular system than just having the role as a compensatory 
system in case of arterial occlusion. This has been suggested by previous 
studies [32,50]. In particular, Vrselja et al. argued that the CoW also 
plays a role in blood pressure dissipation, ensuring lower fluctuations in 
blood pressure in the downstream cerebral arteries of the CoW [50]. It is 
conceivable that hypoplastic segments with a diameter less than 1 mm 
may have an important role in dissipating fluctuations in blood pressure, 
but only a minor role in collateral blood flow. As greater pressure 
fluctuations in the blood flow are associated with WMH [33], the 
dampening of blood pressure fluctuations in the CoW may be just as 
crucial as its collateral ability. Unfortunately, we did not distinguish 
between missing and hypoplastic segments, similarly to most other TOF 
imaging studies on the CoW [7,11,26,34,39], since it is near impossible 
to distinguish between missing and hypoplastic segments reliably from 
TOF images. 
As expected, some of the WMH risk factors were associated with 
increased DWMH and PWMH. Interestingly, diabetes was only associ-
ated with increased PWMH, lending support to the notion that DWMH 
and PWMH have differing aetiology [2,43]. Also, vascular risk factors, 
age and gender explained 45.8% of the variance in PWMH, while only 
16.7% of the variance of DWMH, suggesting that PWMH is more closely 
associated with cerebrovascular disease than DWMH. 
There are some limitations to our study warranting discussion. First, 
it is conceivable that other measurements of the CoW might offer greater 
insight into a potential connection between the CoW anatomy and 
WMH; e.g. considering the diameters of the arterial segments and, as 
already discussed, distinguishing between hypoplastic and absent seg-
ments. Second, we divided the WMH volume into deep and periven-
tricular components which can make our study difficult to compare with 
other studies. Third, it is possible that partitioning the WMH volume in 
the individual flow territories would be more sensitivity to variations in 
the CoW anatomy. Still, we decided against this because flow territories 
depend on the CoW anatomy [48]. Fourth, we were unable to distin-
guish between diabetes type 1 and type 2, but most diabetes cases are 
generally of type 2 in a western population [53]. Fifth and last, most 
previous studies on the connection between WMH and CoW have 
grouped the anatomical variations of the CoW into broad categories (e.g. 
missing segments in the anterior or posterior circulation), instead of 
comparing unique variants as we have done. The rationale for this was 
that it might provide greater sensitivity, but it also complicates the 
comparison to previous studies. 
The strengths of the study are the large cross-sectional population- 
based sample with reliable information on relevant risk factors. We also 
used a state of the art automatic WMH segmentation software to avoid 
WMH rater biases. Use of such automatic software has also increased the 
replicability of our study and allowed us to use WMH volumes instead of 
discrete scales, as this is found to offer greater sensitivity in correlations 
with clinical measures [49]. Our CoW classification also has acceptable 
intra and inter rater accuracy [21]. Furthermore, due to our large sample 
we, were able to include 17 unique CoW variants in the models without 
compromise in model assumptions. We applied the liberal step-down 
Dunnett correction for multiple tests, compared to Bonferroni, to 
reduce chance of type 2 errors. We also provided information about 
regressions’ two-sided p-levels enabling some insight about chance of 
type 1 errors or whether our post hoc analysis had missed possible 
negative associations not originally hypothesized as relevant. 
5. Conclusions 
In this large population sample of people aged 40 and older, 
incomplete CoW variants are not substantial risk factors for increased 
DWMH and PWMH volumes. 
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Appendix A – Fundamentals of MR imaging 
MR utilises radio frequency (RF) waves and a strong magnetic field created by a 
superconductive magnet to create images. MR is therefore non-invasive and harmless for 
participants without any ferromagnetic implants, and for participants that do not experience 
discomfort (e.g. claustrophobia) from laying in a narrow space.  
Broadly speaking, using a strong stationary magnetic field, RF pulses are used to excite 
hydrogen protons (predominantly from water in biological imaging), and a subsequent 
relaxation with release of RF creates signals that can be reconstructed to MR images. The 
protons of hydrogens are practical targets as they are abundant in biological tissue, and 
different tissue types have different water density and composition, affecting the proton 
relaxation rates, and subsequently yielding varying signal strengths for different tissue types.  
In order to excite protons with RF pulses, one must use RF waves with the Larmor frequency 
which is the resonance frequency for a given magnetic field strength. With appropriate RF 
pulses a transfer of energy from the RF to the proton occur due to resonance. The excited 
protons will then relax to their ground state mainly via two mechanisms, the spin-lattice 
relaxation, commonly called T1 relaxation, and the spin-spin relaxation, usually called T2 
relaxation. The speed of these two relaxation processes, together with the proton density, 
mainly determine differences in signal intensity for various tissue types, and lays the 
foundation for the usefulness of MRI for discerning various tissue types and changes in 
composition of biological tissue. By changing the imaging parameters, it is also possible to 
adjust MR images so that the contrast mainly reflects the T1 or T2 relaxation times. 
Image formation in MRI is a complicated process, for which a detailed description would be 
outside the scope of the current thesis. However, in the simple case of 2D imaging, i.e. where 
one slice is acquired at a time, spatial gradients are used to spatially encode the signals. Here 
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spatial gradients refer to an additional magnetic field generated by the scanner that can vary 
along an arbitrary direction within the scanner bore. First the “slice select” gradient allows for 
selective excitation of a particular image slice. Next, using two additional magnetic gradient 
fields in succession, the phase encoding gradient and the frequency encoding gradient 
(orthogonal to each other and to the slice select gradient), it is possible to spatially encode the 
RF signals. The signal is discretely sampled into a pre-defined image array representing the 
spatial frequencies of the image slice, which is often called the k-space. A Fourier transform 
of k-space produces the MR image. As k-space is complex-valued, most MR images are the 
magnitude of the Fourier transform of k-space, but in some instances, the phase contains 
useful information such as in imaging of flow.  
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Appendix B – Supplementary table from Paper I 
Table 5. Overview of rare Circle of Willis variants. 
Variant: Number (Percentage of total) 
Ar 9 (0.5) 
AlPl 7 (0.4) 
AlPcrPl 5 (0.3) 
ArPcr 5 (0.3) 
Ar2P 4 (0.2) 
ArPr 4 (0.2) 
Al 3 (0.2) 
AlPcr 3 (0.2) 
ArPcrPl 3 (0.2) 
AlPcl 2 (0.1) 
2AAc2Pc 1 (0.1) 
2MAlPcr 1 (0.1) 
AcPlB 1 (0.1) 
AcPrB 1 (0.1) 
AlPclPr 1 (0.1) 
AlPr 1 (0.1) 
ArAc2Pc 1 (0.1) 
Il 1 (0.1) 
Il2Pc 1 (0.1) 
IlPcr 1 (0.1) 
Ir 1 (0.1) 
IrAr 1 (0.1) 
Ml2Pc 1 (0.1) 
MrAr 1 (0.1) 
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PclPrB 1 (0.1) 
Each variant’s name is put together by the missing segments with the following notation: 2A = Bilateral anterior 
cerebral artery, Ac = Anterior communicating artery, 2Pc = Bilateral posterior communicating artery, 2M = 
Bilateral middle cerebral artery, A = Anterior cerebral artery, Pc = Posterior communicating artery, P = Posterior 
cerebral artery, B = Basilar artery, 2P = Bilateral posterior cerebral artery, I = Internal carotid artery, M = Middle 




Appendix C – Supplementary table from Paper III 
Table 6. Demographic characteristics divided by the different Circle of Willis variants. Default analysis of variance 
test (ANOVA) were used on continuous variables, while the default Pearson’s Chi-squared goodness of fit test 
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Abbreviations: BMI = body mass index, CHOL. HDL = cholesterol to high density lipoprotein ratio, SD = standard 
deviation, SBP = systolic blood pressure, DBP = diastolic blood pressure. Circle of Willis variant component 
abbreviations: O = complete variant, Ac = anterior communicating artery, Pc = posterior communicating artery, P 
= posterior cerebral artery, “2” = prefix that signifies that both segments of the label prefixed are missing.  
 
 
 
 
